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INTRODUCTION
According to this fascinating area of history, banking originated in
Babylon around 3000 BC. It may not have been quite as we know it
today, but safety and security concerns were as much a part of banking then as they are now. Temples and palaces were the safe houses
used to store the means of financial transactions. Grain found most
favour in the countryside, while silver was preferred in the city. Cowrie
shells were used as a form of money by 1200 BC, and gold coins
began to circulate from approximately 560 BC. What would these ancient civilisations make of today’s currencies – particularly bitcoin?
In 1460, Antwerp became home to the first commodities exchange. And 1602 saw the introduction of the world’s first stock exchange – the Amsterdam Exchange. The first company to trade shares
on the exchange was the Dutch United East India Company (VOC). Anyone who knows something of South African history will recognise the
name VOC and know that the Cape Colony was a VOC colony.
The laws pertaining to finance and banking are required to keep
up with a fast-changing world, where those who are intent on disrupting not only this sector but also global economies are never far behind and, indeed, are sometimes one step ahead.
2001 saw the destruction of America’s so-called age of innocence with the terrorist hijackings and suicide attacks on New York
and Washington DC on 9/11. Globally, a raft of laws was drawn up in
an attempt to prevent the proliferation of terrorist funding to terrorism organisations. The anti-money laundering laws were also an attempt to prevent the free flow of drugs and to stop human trafficking.
The lead article in the first issue of without prejudice, October
2001, was ‘Can terrorist funding really be stopped?’. I am very grateful to Nivan Naidoo and the Forensics Team at FTI who put together
an article for this 20th anniversary issue, updating us on what has
transpired in the past two decades, the legislative strides made and
their impact, and how much still needs to be achieved.
In South Africa, we are only too aware that corrupt and criminal
individuals operate at all levels. They hold high office, but the rot
goes down to the roots where it remains undetected in the financial
and banking sectors. As Nivan observes, at this stage, the best one
can hope for is to is to stay one step ahead, and that is no easy task.
The biggest disruption to the financial and banking markets has
undoubtedly been the booming crypto market. In 2015, Dawid de Villiers and Lara-Jade Sher of Webber Wentzel wrote, ‘Created in 2009
by a person using the pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto, this new type
of currency is not printed, nor is it controlled and is based purely on
mathematics. At the time, Nakamoto wrote a paper explaining that
trust in the ability of governments and banks to manage the economy and the money supply was at an all-time low.’ However, recently,
US officials expressed concern that cryptocurrencies are being used
to conceal illegal transactions, including theft and drug deals. And in
the UK, the Financial Conduct Authority has cracked down on the
sector because of concerns about its ‘potential’ involvement in
money laundering and fraud. In South Africa, the Financial Sector
Conduct Authority (FSCA) has warned people that crypto-related investments are not yet regulated *.
The world of banking and finance in Africa and globally is undoubtedly different from that 20 years ago, but it can be said that its
essence remains much the same as it was in 3000 BC!
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CAN TERRORIST FUNDING REALLY BE STOPPED?
NIVAN NAIDOO AND THE FTI TEAM
September 11 2021 marked the 20th anniversary of the terrorist attack on the

of the methodology to get to these perceived risk ratings, but truth be told, it

World Trade Centre in New York, and the Pentagon in Washington, D.C. This cal-

was – and is – a step in the right direction. It helped to put financial crime and

lous event was unprecedented and shook the world to its core. Apart from the

its impact on the front page, where it should be.

catastrophic loss of life and property, the unintended consequences were evi-

Transparency International also partnered with an association of interna-

dent across the world, including tighter domestic and international security, fo-

tional banks (which subsequently became known as the Wolfsberg Group), at

cused intelligence initiatives, scrutiny of global financial transactions and

the Chateau Wolfsberg in Switzerland in 2000. The Wolfsberg Group assists

activity, and a deluge of regulatory enforcements aimed at sustaining efforts to

with the development of frameworks and guidance for the management of fi-

detect and prevent a reoccurrence, not only in the West, but anywhere in the

nancial crime risks, with particular focus on Know Your Customer, Anti-Money

world. The US embarked on its war against terror and initiated one of its

Laundering (AML) and Counter Terrorist Financing (CTF) policies. Since the first

longest and most expensive (and controversial) military campaigns.

set of AML Principles was released, the Wolfsberg Group has published a num-

Comprehensive deep dive analyses carried out on the financing of these at-

ber of important guidance papers, which can all be found on their website and

tacks, tracked numerous payments from various financiers
from countries in Europe and the Middle East. The payments
made to the terrorists who carried out these attacks were
not elaborately disguised, and the paper trails linking the
funds to the financiers were, with hindsight, not that difficult
to trace. It is our view that these transactions were not identified as unusual or suspicious because transaction monitoring controls at the time were designed to focus mainly on the
identification of proceeds from the trafficking of narcotics
and other larger financial fraud matters, and were not designed to identify potential terrorist financing or activity.

Comprehensive deep dive
analyses carried out on the
financing of these attacks,
tracked numerous payments
from various financiers from
countries in Europe and the
Middle East.

Drastic changes were needed to shift global paradigms
away from their traditional financial crime focus. The application of a broader, more comprehensive approach to detect a

Naidoo

wider range of participants in financial transactions which
could point to money laundering and terror financing was needed. The focused intelligence cam-

include, amongst many others, a statement on the fi-

paigns produced validated names of

nancing of terrorism, anti-money laundering principles

individuals and entities that were linked
to terrorist and related activity, as
well as those individuals linked
to financial crime, includ-

for correspondent banking, guidance on a risk based
approach for managing money laundering risks, FAQs on
politically exposed persons (PEPs), trade finance principles, guidance on anti-bribery and corruption compli-

ing drug trafficking, tax

ance programmes, and a statement endorsing

evasion, human trafficking,

measures to enhance the transparency of international

bribery and corruption. Not-for-profit organisa-

wire transfers to promote the effectiveness of global

tions such as Transparency International

AML and CTF programmes. Collectively, these guidance

helped provide a more transparent view of

documents, frameworks, statements and methodologies

global corruption indexes. The global corruption

assist to steer financial institutions in the correct direc-

index is an indication of how poor, ineffective or

tion, based on their own risk appetites and strategies. So,

non-existent a country’s controls may be to deal

if the question should be asked, what has changed in the

with corruption; in other words, how risky it is to conduct business in or with people from a particular country
due to the levels of perceived corruption. This impacts the
risk rating of that country. Opinions may differ on the validity

past 20 years, our first response will be to point you towards the collective way in which the anti-financial crime role players across the globe came together to find answers to these problems.
In 1990, the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), an inter-governmental body
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established in 1989 by member states, introduced the original 40 recommen-

the organisation’s infrastructure or with these newer risk solutions. This results

dations. These were aimed at combatting laundering of proceeds of narcotics.

in staggered implementations or implementations that take forever to com-

The 40 recommendations provide guidance to all member states on how to

plete, and sometimes still end up with some legacy units being excluded from

structure their anti-financial crime regimes, to make them more effective. As

the full view of these risk solutions.

money laundering techniques evolved, FATF reviewed the recommendations to

Despite the global awareness and focus on financial crime, we still saw a

ensure that the scope of the recommendations remained contemporary. Drug

surge in Ponzi scheme activity in the past 20 years. We also saw, through

cartels and other organised crime syndicates are constantly seeking new ways

breakthrough investigative journalism by the International Consortium of Inves-

to evade law enforcement, which results in an ever-changing landscape to

tigative Journalists (ICIJ), rogue offshore financing activities in the “Panama Pa-

which regulators, law enforcement agencies and financial institutions have to

pers”; off-shore financial interests of the global elite in the “Paradise Papers”,

constantly adapt and assimilate.

and now, more recently, an investigation into a shadow financial system bene-

In October 2001, immediately after the September 11 attacks, the FATF introduced an additional eight (later expanded to nine) Special Recommenda-

fitting the world’s elite in the “Pandora Papers”.
The global financial playing field has also been introduced to Virtual Asset

tions on Terrorist Financing. These Recommendations were universally

Service Providers (VASPs) and virtual assets and blockchain technology. These

accepted and recognised as the international standard for anti-money launder-

add a new dynamic to the financial eco-system. When initially introduced, vir-

ing and countering the financing of terrorism at the time.

tual assets skirted the fringes of traditional financial systems and, in many in-

A part of the FATF’s mandate is to create a set of standards and to engage

stances, the law itself. Due to the lack of regulations, owners of these assets

with all stakeholders from member countries, as well as other jurisdictions and

could remain virtually anonymous, which added to the fears and apprehension

international organisations such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF),

of both regulators and financial institutions globally. Slowly, crypto assets and

World Bank, Interpol, Egmont Group, et cetera, to ensure that legal, regulatory

virtual currencies also shook off their negative shrouds. This occurred through

and operational measures to combat money laundering, terrorist financing and

the introduction of regulations governing how VASPs operate; for example, on-

the financing of proliferation are adequately and effectively implemented. In

boarding – where VASPS ensure that they are fully aware of the customers that

doing so, member states assist in strengthening the controls aimed at main-

they are onboarding; that they conduct ongoing monitoring of each customer’s

taining the integrity of their domestic and the international financial eco-sys-

transactional activity, and ensure that their customers are sanction screened.

tems.

There are currently more than 300 exchanges globally that allow virtual assets

South Africa became a member of FATF in 2003, which required the country to integrate the Recommendations into local legislation, truly working to-

to be bought, traded and sold.
Looking back over the past 20 years, we have witnessed continuous and

wards the goal of having a global uniformed approach to fight financial crime

significant legislative changes driven by global standard setting bodies, some

across all 39 member states. FATF conducts ongoing mutual evaluations (peer

of which we mentioned in this article, all aimed at improving global controls

review of member states) to determine how effective the AML and CTF regimes

around the fight against money laundering, terror financing and proliferation fi-

are in each country. South Africa’s most recent review was concluded in Octo-

nancing. These efforts have been enhanced by additional focused exercises ex-

ber 2021. During the FATF mutual evaluation (in co-operation with the IMF and

posing the rise of other predicate offences, like human trafficking, trade

Eastern and Southern Africa Anti-Money Laundering Group (ESAAMLG)), South

finance abuse and the illegal wildlife trade. We have seen the evolution of AML

Africa’s level of compliance and alignment was adjudicated against the FATF

risk solutions from one- and two-dimensional stand-alone systems to multi-di-

recommendations already mentioned. The consequences of a poor FATF mu-

mensional, fully integrated systems with artificial intelligence and robotic au-

tual evaluation review can impact a country’s credit rating, levels of confidence

tomation capability. We have seen the emergence of fintech and regtech, and

by international investors and potential de-risking by correspondent banks.

the positive disruption they bring to the financial eco-system. We have also

With constant pressure from regional and global bodies such as FATF,
ESAAMLG and domestic regulators, financial institutions end up having to bear
the brunt of both the cost of compliance and the consequential damage re-

seen that criminals and organised crime syndicates are relentless in their efforts to stay below the radar.
Whilst one could argue that the controls, awareness and focus on AML, CTF

lated to non-compliance or breaches. AML and CTF risk solution providers have

and counter proliferation financing is better than it has ever been, 20 years on

grown exponentially over the past 20 years, offering solutions ranging from digi-

from September 11, 2001, it is obvious that there is still a long way to go. AML,

tal onboarding solutions; transaction monitoring solutions with built-in artificial

CTF and CPF is, and always will be, a moving target, and the best that AML

intelligence and forecasting capabilities; predictive risk rating models; sanc-

practitioners can hope for is to try to remain one step ahead of these unscrupu-

tions; and PEP screening solutions, promising to increase productivity and re-

lous individuals and syndicates, who are constantly on the look-out for new and

duce unnecessary “noise”. The one thing that has remained constant is that

innovative ways to misuse the global financial systems.

the majority of banks globally carry the yoke of legacy systems which, by their
very draconian nature, make it virtually impossible to integrate with the rest of

•

Naidoo is Director, Forensic & Litigation Consulting, FTI Consulting .

Sources: FATF Recommendations 2012, International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ), Coinmarket, Wolfsberg Group and Transparency International.
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BENEFITS OF AN INCREASED FOCUS ON ESG
IN THE AFRICAN FUNDS MARKET
GITTE TRUTER AND ROSS MANTON
African funds can attract more global investors by adopting ESG strategies

washing” or “Social washing” financial products. The European regulator has

which will benefit the continent, but they will need to comply with strict require-

taken steps to increase transparency, impose obligations to implement ESG-re-

ments on reporting and transparency.

lated policies and require compliance with product-related eligibility require-

The significant cost of reporting on Environmental, Social and Governance

ments. The most prominent of these are the Sustainable Finance Disclosure

factors (ESG) can often be a disincentive to adopting ESG strategies. There is,

Regulation (SFDR) and the Taxonomy Regulation, both of which will have impor-

however, a strong case for African fund managers to increase their focus on

tant implications for African fund managers who wish to continue attracting Eu-

ESG integration when establishing and marketing funds. This is particularly rel-

ropean capital. Taxonomy is a classification system which will be used to

evant as many non-development finance institutions (DFIs) are now actively

determine whether an economic activity is environmentally sustainable. The EU

seeking exposure to ESG-related funds, potentially enabling African fund man-

Taxonomy Regulation was published on 22 June 2020 and entered into force on

agers to access new sources of capital and develop a broader investor base.

12 July 2020.

Africa undoubtedly presents huge opportunities for impact investment, particularly to address social issues such as employment, healthcare and educa-

SFDR

tion, and environmental issues such as clean energy and climate change.

The SFDR introduces new ESG-related transparency obligations for fund managers, advisers, certain insurance undertakings and pension providers. It re-

Increasing ESG integration

quires specific disclosures on websites, pre-contractual disclosures to investors

Barriers to increasing ESG integration

in offering documents and periodic disclosures in annual reports.

At present, there is a lack of any major regulation in the African funds space to

These disclosures apply at both entity (the manager) and product level (the

drive ESG integration. With no standardised ESG impact requirements or mea-

fund). They cover how sustainability risks are integrated into investment deci-

surements in place, it is difficult for investors to recognise easily whether a par-

sion-making and remuneration policies, as well as the main negative impacts

ticular fund is ‘green’ or meets other ESG-related criteria.

of investment decisions on the environment and society. For funds which are

For African fund managers, other challenges include the costs of making
ESG-related disclosures, and a lack of understanding of ESG integration in the

being marketed as sustainable, additional disclosure requirements and qualitative criteria apply.

wider African funds space.
Taxonomy Regulation
Drivers of increasing ESG integration

The Taxonomy Regulation is a classification system which determines whether

African fund managers can benefit from the increase in available foreign capi-

an economic activity is environmentally sustainable. It forms the foundation of

tal which enables investors to fulfil their own ESG requirements and those re-

the EU’s programme to achieve transition to a net zero economy by 2050.

lating to the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals. For example, in South

To claim alignment with the Taxonomy Regulation in its current form, an eco-

Africa, significant capital has been channelled towards investment funds which

nomic activity must comply with demanding and granular technical screening

seek to address the country's large economic and social inequalities, boost fe-

criteria. Soon, funds marketed in the EU will be required to disclose what pro-

male empowerment, and improve healthcare and education.

portion of their portfolio is “environmentally sustainable” under the Taxonomy.

The dominance of extractive industries in Africa, driven by the dependency of

Fund managers recognise the potential of green funds and are already seeking

several African economies on fossil fuels, creates significant opportunities for in-

to demonstrate that their funds are environmentally-friendly under the Taxon-

vestment in clean energy. Core infrastructure financing can also contribute to

omy, so it will become an important commercial benchmark beyond mere regu-

sustainable development objectives, for example, a significant amount of fi-

latory compliance.

nancing is required to build climate-resilient bridges, roads and ports.
Demonstrating a record of positive ESG outcomes and the willingness to ac-

The European regulator is currently working on a social taxonomy which will
set out the parameters for an economic activity or organisation which may be

tively promote and implement ESG is becoming essential for future fundraising.

considered social. Considering the importance of DFIs for African fund man-

DFIs are increasingly asking to review ESG due diligence materials and are

agers, the EU’s social taxonomy will be of considerable importance for them to

working with investment committees to ensure ESG value creation.

attract European capital.

How developments in Europe will impact African fund managers

Transparency

Commercial demand and recent regulatory measures in Europe have moved

For African fund managers, the most important implication of European regula-

ESG considerations into the mainstream, but it comes with a risk of “Green-

tory developments will be ESG-related transparency. European investors di-
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At present, there is a lack of any major regulation in the African funds space to drive ESG
integration. With no standardised ESG impact
requirements or measurements in place, it is
difficult for investors to recognise easily
whether a particular fund is ‘green’ or meets
other ESG-related criteria.

Truter

Manton

rectly or indirectly subject to these regulations will require granular ESG-related

Conclusion

information from African fund managers, beyond the completion of simple due

In Africa, where the scope for impact is huge, the outcome of these developments

diligence questionnaires. This may include quantitative reporting on issues

can have significant benefits for the communities and countries targeted by these

such as the underlying portfolio’s greenhouse gas emissions, impact on biodi-

investments. As European investors become subject to more ESG-related disclo-

versity, water pollution, violations of international human rights treaties, gender

sures and have an increasing interest in ESG-focused investments, they will favour

pay gaps and representation of women on boards.

funds that enable them to comply with their disclosure and reporting requirements, and that address the commercial needs of their own stakeholders.

Direct application
If an African fund manager markets its funds to European investors under Arti-

Truter is a Partner and Manton a Consultant

cle 42 of the EU Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive (i.e. using na-

with Webber Wentzel.

•

tional private placement regimes), certain requirements under the SFDR and
the Taxonomy Regulation will apply directly. For instance, the fund manager will

For more information on the European regulators ESG policies, please see our al-

be required to disclose in offering documents and on its website how it consid-

liance partner, Linklaters’ note on the Disclosure Regulation, a detailed analysis of

ers ESG risks as part of its investment decision-making process. The new rules

the EU Taxonomy Regulation and their global ESG blog, Sustainable Futures. Spe-

will also prohibit making certain ESG-related statements in the marketing docu-

cial thanks to Rahul Manvatkar, Julia Vergauwen, Karen Boadu and Kinnar Patel

ments unless certain requirements are met.

from our alliance partner Linklaters for their contributions to this insight piece.

CONSTITUTIONAL VALUES AND COMMERCIAL
CERTAINTY CAN CO-EXIST
ANGELA DA COSTA
More than a year has passed since the Constitutional Court (ConCourt)

This matter concerned a black economic empowerment (BEE) initiative. The

weighed in on a matter of cardinal importance to business certainty in South

initiative involved Beadica 231 CC and three other close corporations, each of

Africa: the question of whether a court can invalidate a commercial contract on

which had a 10-year franchise agreement with Sales Hire CC for the rental and

public policy grounds (Beadica 231 CC and Others v Trustees for the time being

sale of tools and equipment.

of the Oregon Trust and Others (CCT109/19) [2020] ZACC 13; 2020 (5) SA
247 (CC); 2020 (9) BCLR 1098 (CC) (17 June 2020).
The June 2020 judgment, which came after two earlier court decisions –

The Beadica grouping operated their businesses from premises leased from
the Oregon Trust. Under their agreement with the trust, they had the option to
renew their leases for a further five years, provided they gave written notice of

first in the Western Cape High Court and then in the Supreme Court of Appeal

their intention to do so at least six months before the initial lease terminated

(SCA) – raised questions over the circumstances in which a court may refuse to

on 31 July 2016.

enforce a valid contract on the basis that it considers enforcing it to be unfair,
unreasonable, or unduly harsh.

When they failed to exercise their options to renew the lease agreements
timeously, the trust demanded that they vacate the premises.
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Beadica 231 CC approached the Western Cape High Court, which held that

DECEMBER 2021

For example, the principle of honouring contracts freely and voluntarily en-

the termination of the leases would result in the termination of the franchise

tered into is not purely a commercial construct. As the ConCourt emphasised in

agreements and, accordingly, a collapse of the businesses and a failure of a

the Beadica case, pacta sunt servanda recognises the autonomy of contract-

BEE initiative. The court found that this would be a disproportionate sanction for

ing parties and, in so doing, gives effect to the central constitutional values of

the franchisees’ failure to comply with the strict terms of the renewal clauses.

freedom and dignity.

The matter then went to the SCA, which recognised that courts may decline

On the other hand, enforcement of such a contract may, in some circum-

to enforce contractual terms that are contrary to public policy, or would be con-

stances, unreasonably restrict a person’s freedom of trade. Public policy then

trary to public policy if enforced. However, it cautioned that this power should

precludes the enforcement of the contract.

be exercised ‘sparingly, and only in the clearest of cases’. The SCA found that in

The Court noted that public policy also imports the constitutional values

cases involving renewal clauses, as in the Beadica matter, there were no con-

of fairness, justice, reasonableness, good faith and Ubuntu. These and other

siderations of public policy that rendered them unenforceable.

constitutional values are fundamental to the application and development

Finally, the ConCourt dismissed the franchisees’ appeal.

of contract law, to give effect to the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of
Rights.

Constitutional values and contract law

But, just as the principle of pacta sunt servanda is not absolute, constitu-

At the heart of the Court’s deliberations was whether constitutional values of

tional values such as fairness and equity do not stand on their own when a

fairness, reasonableness, good faith and Ubuntu can co-exist with the common

court must decide whether or not to intervene in a contractual relationship.

law principle of pacta sunt servanda. According to this principle, the terms of
an agreement which was freely and voluntarily concluded must be honoured.
In its majority judgment, handed down on 17 June 2020, the Court observed

The ConCourt acknowledged this in Beadica when it emphasised that judicial power to invalidate or refuse to enforce contractual terms should only be
exercised in worthy cases. ‘The notion that judges can refuse to enforce a con-

that pacta sunt servanda is neither the only nor the most important principle in-

tractual provision merely because it offends their personal sense of fairness

forming judicial control of contracts. By the same token, abstract values, includ-

and equity, will give rise to legal and commercial uncertainty,’ the Court said,

ing constitutional values, also do not provide a free-standing basis upon which a

citing a previous SCA judgment.

court may interfere in contractual relationships.

What, then, has the Beadica case contributed to the development of con-

In other words, when it comes to court intervention in contractual relation-

tract law and commercial certainty?

ships, neither the principle of pacta sunt servanda nor constitutional values
can be considered to the exclusion of one another. Instead, a careful balancing

How the matter has contributed

exercise is required to determine whether a contractual term, or its enforce-

For one, the apex court made it clear that constitutional values can co-exist

ment, would be contrary to public policy.

successfully with the common law principle of honouring commercial contracts
entered into freely and voluntarily.

Careful balancing exercise required

For another, the Court stated that while constitutional values of fairness,

The ConCourt noted that such a balancing exercise should take into account a

reasonableness and good faith may override commercial certainty in certain in-

complex interplay of factors, including constitutional values, public policy de-

stances, those values do not serve as a free-standing basis for courts to inter-

mands, the common law on contracts, and the powers of the courts to intervene

fere in freely agreed contractual relationships.

in contractual relationships.

Finally, the judgment reiterated that South African courts may only intervene
in contractual relationships in exceptional circumstances.
While this should, generally speaking, provide comfort to

Da Costa

The ConCourt noted that such
a balancing exercise should
take into account a complex
interplay of factors, including
constitutional values, public
policy demands, the common
law on contracts, and the
powers of the courts to intervene in contractual relationships.

Business, it also raises an important question: what ‘exceptional circumstances’ might warrant a court’s intervention in a
contractual relationship?

Approach confirmed
The principles in this decision were confirmed in the more recent judgment of Capitec Bank Holdings Ltd and Another v
Coral Lagoon Investments 194 (Pty) Ltd and Others [2021] 3
All SA 647 (SCA). In this matter, the court found that while
good faith underlines the law of contract, it cannot interfere
with contractual agreement. In this case, Capitec was under
no obligation to waive its rights to require a shareholder to repurchase its shares.

•
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IS IT TIME FOR COMPANIES TO PERK UP
THEIR SHAREHOLDER OFFERINGS?
JOHANN PIEK
In an ultra-competitive, globalised corporate landscape, companies are constantly on the lookout for ways to attract investors and promote their brand. While factors such as share
price growth and dividend yield remain key in decision-making
by investors, non-financial factors, including environmental,
social and governance (ESG) compliance, sustainability and
company-stakeholder engagement have, in recent years, risen
in prominence and play an ever-greater role.
However, in a global environment where investors have
access to around 43 000 publicly-traded companies around
the world, is “box checking” such items sufficient for a company looking to differentiate itself from its competitors, or is
there another value proposition that it could offer to

SPPs are by no means a
panacea to declining liquidity
in South African capital markets, but they do present an
interesting avenue for companies looking to renew retail
shareholder interest, foster
loyalty and turn shareholders
into customers.
Piek

prospective retail investors? Cue shareholder perks.
Shareholder perks are aimed primarily at retail investors
and can take many forms ranging from discount coupons to

many instances – yes. A recent study by Karpoff, Schonlau and Suzuki (Karpoff J,

free products and services. Such perks are at the discretion of the company,

Schonlau R, Suzuki K Shareholder Perks and Firm Value, The Review of Finan-

which will usually set “minimum quantity” and “holding time” eligibility require-

cial Studies (2020)) on the impact of shareholder perks on firm value high-

ments (for example, shareholders are required to hold at least 1 000 shares

lighted the many benefits associated with these. Compelling benefits included:

(subject to pricing and group growth) for a period no less than one year before

• an increase in retail shareholding and liquidity in the company’s share

being eligible for such perks). While many retail shareholders in South Africa
would doubtless be eager to receive such benefits, in the past, there has been
limited interest from companies to pursue this avenue.

Big in Japan
Japan is widely regarded as the “shareholder perks capital of the world”. Per-

price;

• a decrease in the cost of capital; and
• the potential to generate publicity and advertise the company and its

products and/or services to new consumers, thereby increasing sales.
SPPs could even be used to offload “slow” stock and use up excess capacity on services.

haps stemming from Japan’s culture of giving gifts, about one third of all
Japanese listed companies give out Kabunushi Yutai (shareholder perks).

SPPs do have some drawbacks. While perhaps debatable, the above-men-

Some companies offer "upgrades" on their shareholder perks programmes

tioned study contends that a decrease in institutional shareholding (resulting

(SPPs) when shareholders buy more shares or hold their shares for longer

from an increase in retail shareholding), could decrease institutional share-

periods. Examples of Japanese SPPs include:

holders’ incentive and their ability to “monitor” the management of the com-

•

Japan Airlines, which offered eligible shareholders 50% discount

pany and hold it to account. In addition, these perks may not be available to

coupons on regular one-way flights within Japan;

international shareholders and shareholders who do not own the shares in

• Suzuki Motor Corporation, which sent eligible shareholders an assortment of premium honey and rock salt; and

•

their own names but via nominee accounts. The latter drawback could be
overcome, but will require extra administration on the part of the company.

the Rakuten Shareholder Benefit Program, which included a wide range
of shareholder perks varying from discounted hotel bookings and FC

Something to consider

Barcelona merchandise to 30% rebates on commissions for Rakuten

SPPs are by no means a panacea to declining liquidity in South African capi-

shares bought through a Rakuten securities account.

tal markets, but they do present an interesting avenue for companies looking

But does it make financial sense for SA publicly listed companies
to implement SPPs?
Naturally, this will depend on a host of company-specific considerations, but in

to renew retail shareholder interest, foster loyalty and turn shareholders into
customers.

•

Piek is a Corporate Financier at PSG Capital.
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WEAPONISING THE APPRAISALS RIGHTS OF
DISSENTING SHAREHOLDERS IN
SECTION 164 OF THE COMPANIES ACT
WAYNE POCOCK
Section 164 is a statutory mechanism designed to provide
a dissenting shareholder with a remedy to exit a company
after the majority of shareholders resolve to pursue a
transaction at odds with the dissenting shareholder. The
provision prescribes an onerous process which ultimately
allows the objecting dissenting shareholder to demand that
the company pay them the fair value for all their shares.
The appraisal remedy is not there for the mere asking.
Section 164 is widely regarded as a ‘procedural morass’,
given that the dissenting shareholder must jump numerous
peremptory hurdles in the prescribed manner and time

In many instances, the company may not have the necessary cash reserves to pay the
investor/dissenting shareholder and would either have
to make a rights issue or borrow funds at the company’s
prevailing share price to pay.

frame to secure an offer of fair value (C.F. Jepson v Canadian Salt Co. (1979) 99 DLR (3d) 513 at 520; Jacqueline

Pocock

Yeats, The Proper and Effective Exercise of Appraisal Rights
under the South African Companies Act, 2008: Developing
a strategic approach through a study of comparable foreign

significant discount to its underlying net asset value. The shares of the com-

law (PhD thesis, University of Cape Town (November 2015)) at 108; Standard

pany in question are tightly controlled, with a relatively low free float and an

Bank Nominees (RF) (Proprietary) Limited and Others v Hospitality Property

illiquid and inactive market.

Fund Limited 2020 (5) SA 224 (GJ) (12 June 2019)). The process requires the
utmost of caution and circumspection.
The dissenting shareholder may apply to the court to determine a fair

The company issues a circular notifying its shareholders of an intention to
adopt a resolution to pursue a s164(2) course of action. The investor objects
to the intended resolution in terms of s164(3) and successfully triggers the

value of its shares if the company has failed to make an offer, or if it has

appraisal right mechanisms in s164(5) by demanding that the company

made an offer that they consider to be inadequate, and the offer has not

make an offer for the fair value of its shares.

lapsed. Given that South Africa lacks specialised commercial courts or fo-

The board applies the volume weighted average price (VWAP) of the is-

rums, the decision is often left to judges with little or insufficient commercial

sued share capital as a valuation method for a period of 90 days immediately

experience.

preceding the resolution date to determine a fair value, and makes an offer

One of the major concerns around the appraisal right is that it may be
subject to abuse by unscrupulous or opportunistic investors who chance their

to the dissenting shareholder in terms of s164(11).
The investor/dissenting shareholder then approaches the court in terms

luck by approaching the court in the hope that the judge will accept and

of s164(14)(b), on the basis that the offer is inadequate. In its papers, the in-

apply a valuation methodology that extracts enormous profits in excess of the

vestor/dissenting shareholder secures opinions of expert valuers motivating

market value of the relevant shares.

the use of net asset value (NAV) or the sum of the parts (SOTP) method of

This concern arises from the advent of appraisal arbitrage as a calculated
hedge fund investment strategy, which is evidenced by the increase in appraisal rights ligation. The trend evidences a growing awareness amongst op-

valuation which, in turn, extracts enormous value from the company’s underlying assets.
The investor/dissenting shareholder’s postulation of a fair value based on

portunistic investors who misuse s164 to extract financial profits offered by

the NAV or SOTP method of valuation results in a rand per share that is many

appraisal right litigation. The net result is that the appraisal right is open to

multiples higher than the company’s VWAP method of valuation. It is also

abuse by the minority at the expense of the majority.

multiples higher than the public company’s listed share price.

An example

The inequity and prejudice

A simple example is illustrated by an investor who acquires a minority share

The inequity is obvious: most shareholders can only sell their shares at the

in a public investment holding company, whose listed share price trades at a

prevailing share price as traded on the JSE, whereas the investor/dissenting
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shareholder not only extracts profit from an unrealised sale of the company’s

culties. As a valuation method, NAV (i) relies on outdated and depreciated

assets, but is also a preferred creditor in respect of the payment of its shares.

book values that often bear little or no resemblance to the present value of

In many instances, the company may not have the necessary cash re-

the company’s assets; (ii) ignores market, economic and business cycles; (iii)

serves to pay the investor/dissenting shareholder and would either have to

ignores the skill and use of assets by the company’s management, (iv) does

make a rights issue or borrow funds at the company’s prevailing share price

not incorporate the lower prices that the assets will obtain in the ensuing fire

to pay. It may also adversely affect the company’s solvency (although s164

sale; (v) is more suitable for winding-up or liquidation than the valuation of

does provide remedies to deal with a company’s inability to pay the fair value

companies operating as going concerns; and (vi) requires expert valuers fa-

due to adverse liquidity issues).

miliar with the specific assets in question, which will increase the cost and

Furthermore, the costs and delays occasioned by the court process may

time required to determine the fair value of the shares.

render the appraisal mechanism a costly and protracted affair with no end in

As opposed to definitions ascribed to “fair value” in the IVS or IFRS, “fair

sight. A motion procedure on affidavit may lead to the filing of additional affi-

value” in the context of the 2008 Companies Act is a legal construct, rather

davits or the referral to trial and oral evidence.

than a value set by the market. In other words, “fair value” is not a basis of

There are other types of abuse where the investor/dissenting shareholder
objects but then does not vote against the resolution, or votes but then does
not make demand or accept the offer to secure a settlement or pay off.

valuation, nor is it a method of valuation. The meaning of “fair value” must be
interpreted according to the plain ordinary meaning ascribed thereto.
Accordingly, the concept “fair value” in s164 is outcome based and must
be understood to mean an offer that is fair, reasonable, and equitable, con-

Navigating the valuation waters

sidering the interests of all role-players concerned. It would, therefore, require

How the court will go about determining the fair value for a dissenting share-

a balancing of interests, those being the interests of the dissenting share-

holder’s shares under s164(14) of the 2008 Companies Act is an open ques-

holder on the one hand, and the interests of the company and the majority

tion, because the Act does not define “fair value”. There is also no other

shareholder on the other. There is no rule of universal application as to what

legislative guidance provided as to the meaning, application, or content of

is fair. The fairness envisaged is fairness to both sides.

the term.
There are no provisions in the 2008 Companies Act that prescribe a spe-

This is markedly different from other legislation, such as, for example, s46
of the Property Rates Act (6 of 2004) which prescribes the basis of valuation

cific basis of valuation to determine a fair value of the dissenting share-

as market value. This is unlike, for example, the Expropriation Act, (63 of

holder’s shares. There is no prescribed method of valuing the fair value of a

1975) and the now repealed Property Valuation Ordinance (Cape), both of

dissenting shareholder’s shares. There is also no immutable set of rules or

which prescribe two alternative bases of valuation.

criteria as to how to determine a fair value. The court may rely on the expert

It is for this reason that our courts and academic writers have warned that

opinion of the dissenting shareholder, or it may appoint one or more apprais-

the determination of “fair value” is merely an estimation that cannot be done

ers to determine the fair value of the shares.

with “mathematical precision”. The court must merely determine “a fair

Ultimately, it is this lacuna and uncertainty that gives rise to an abuse of
the appraisal remedy in s164 of the 2008 Companies Act.
Fortunately, the determination of a fair value for the shares of a dissenting

value” and not “the fair value”. Accordingly, it is a discretion and is based on
a value judgment more than an accounting exercise.
The court is also not intended to be a super-valuer. It is limited to logical

shareholder is not the court’s first rodeo. There exists a rich reef of case law

deductions flowing from credible evidence presented by the parties and

related to the Companies Act (46 of 1926), Companies Act (61 of 1973) and,

their experts. The court may also not delegate its responsibility to determine

more recently, the current Companies Act (71 of 2008), where our courts

a fair value to an expert. It must always remain mindful of the fact that ap-

have opined the relevant principles applicable to the determination of a fair

pointed experts may prolong the duration and will increase the cost of legal

value of a dissenting shareholder’s shares (Sammel And Others v President

proceedings.

Brand Gold Mining Co Ltd 1969 (3) South Africa 629(A); Ex parte Macey's

In his review of the Australian case law, academic writer, Brockett distin-

Stores Ltd 1983 (2) SA 657 (ZH); Ex Parte Garlick Ltd 1960 (3) SA 467 (E);

guishes between valuation in a non-oppression context and valuation in an

Ex Parte Griffin Shipping Holdings Ltd 1999 (1) SA 754 (D)).

oppression context. The gist of the distinction appears to be that in the op-

By and large, the general sentiment of our court in respect of the determination of fair value is that a dissenting shareholder bears the onus of proof
that the fair offer of the company is inadequate. It must produce tangible and

pression context, the court is vested with a broad and unrestricted discretion
in making its determination to do what is fair in the circumstances.
Brockett also makes the point that it is becoming more common for Aus-

credible evidence, and it must discharge its onus on a balance of probabili-

tralian courts that make judicial valuations to ignore or alter normal commer-

ties (Sammel and Others v President Brand Gold Mining Co Ltd 1969 (3) SA

cial valuation principles, and even to apply different rules depending on the

629 (A)).

circumstances of the case. He concludes that the broad discretion of the

Although each case falls to be determined on its own merits, our courts

courts is, in fact, the only constant, consistent principle of interpretation that

have generally rejected NAV as a method of valuation in these circum-

can be gleaned from the oppression judgments of the Australian and UK

stances. This is because NAV or SOTP are not without their own inherent diffi-

courts.
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Conclusion

tive and negative sentiments. In other words, a quoted share price is nei-

Ultimately, each case must be determined on its own merits. It is a value

ther under nor over value of the company’s shares.

judgment based on the court’s discretion and ought to be based on the fol-

• It is also important to distinguish between oppressive and non-oppres-

lowing general principles:

sive conduct. A court’s discretion will be narrow where there is no oppres-

• Section 164 is a dissenting shareholder remedy. It is not a profit-making

sive conduct on the part of the company, whereas it would have a wider

• The ultimate onus will lie with the dissenting shareholder to prove on a

ate remedy for minority shareholders raising complaints related to op-

• Fair value is outcome based and must result in a fair, equitable and

remedies provided in s163 of the 2008 Companies Act.

remedy.

balance of probabilities that the company’s offer is inadequate.

reasonable value by balancing the interests of the company, the ma-

discretion for oppressive behaviour. That said, s164 is not the appropripressive conduct, as the appropriate remedy would be to exhaust the

• Valuation standards, such as the International Valuation Standards, seek

jority shareholders and the dissenting shareholders (First National

to do no more than provide guidance to valuers to achieve a value. These

Nominees (Pty) Limited and Others v Capital Appreciation Limited and

standards are not prescriptive as to the choice of valuation methods but,

Another (19/41679) [2021] ZAGPJHC 17; 2021 (4) SA 516 (GJ) (5

in respect of various methods, emphasise that market factors need to be

February 2021); Standard Bank Nominees (RF) (Proprietary) Limited

considered to achieve the basis of value.

and Others v Hospitality Property Fund Limited 2020 (5) SA 224 (GJ)
(12 June 2019))

• It is important to distinguish between public and private companies. A

court will enjoy a wide discretion if there is no access to a private company’s financial records and statements, whereas it will have narrow dis-

• The dissenting shareholder and company should each produce at least

two sets of valuation exercises as market checks for reasonableness and
accuracy.

• A court must not place too much reliance on the (paid) opinions of the experts, as it cannot abdicate its responsibilities to determine a fair value.

cretion with a public company whose financial information exists in the
public domain and is easily accessible. Further, a public company’s

Ultimately, the exercising of a dissenting shareholder’s appraisal right

quoted share price as traded on the JSE will always be the best available

must be a cost effective and efficient process. This will bring certainty to

evidence of a market price that a willing-buyer (i.e. investor) and a willing-

bear, and ensure a balance of interests between the company and its share-

seller (i.e. investor) will pay for the shares acting at arm’s length and fully

holders.

•

informed. A quoted share price acts as a real time reflection of value and
factors in the company’s publicly available results, and the market’s posi-

Adv Pocock practises at The Maisels Group.

THE ABUSE OF BUSINESS RESCUE:
EXPLOITATION OF THE CHAPTER 6 LIFEBOAT
KYLENE WEYERS
The introduction of Chapter 6 of the Companies Act (71 of 2008) brought

company is financially distressed and there appears to be a reasonable

with it a shift from a creditor-protectionist society towards a business rescue

prospect of rescuing the company. The procedural and financial barriers to

model that is debtor-protectionist. In consequence, there have been a multi-

entry are very low; shareholder approval is not required, nor prior notice to

tude of applications over the past 13 years, which showcase the blatant ex-

unsuspecting creditors, and it is not necessary to apply to court.

ploitation of the business rescue scheme.
This shift, which affords a debtor company various procedural and substan-

Due to the ease of initiating business rescue proceedings, applicants often
commence the process even when they are well aware that there is no business

tive protections and advantages, has led to considerable misuse of the busi-

to rescue and that a better return for creditors will not be obtained. In many in-

ness rescue procedure, and has courts grappling with the abuse of the system.

stances, resolutions passed for business rescue are nothing more than at-

Whilst many applications for business rescue are properly motivated, a signifi-

tempts to delay the ultimate demise of companies that could clearly not pay

cant number of companies have simply been in search of a debt holiday.

their debts, and to buy more time from creditors who are threatening liquidation.

The abuse of business rescue

ceedings is the immediate moratorium on creditors’ claims against the com-

A company may commence with business rescue proceedings when its board

pany, which lasts for the duration of the business rescue proceedings. Not

of directors passes a resolution placing the company in business rescue. This

only may no legal proceedings be initiated nor action enforced by creditors

step can be initiated if the board has reasonable grounds to believe that the

against the financially distressed company, if such actions are underway,

One of the drastic consequences of commencing business rescue pro-
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The whole business rescue application balances on the court’s discretion

signed to facilitate a successful rescue, business rescue may be instituted

to dismiss an application for business rescue when it suspects that it is ille-

solely to freeze creditors’ rights. Debtors have successfully used this morato-

gitimate and ill-founded.

rium simply to outmanoeuvre their obligations.
Furthermore, a court application to begin business rescue proceedings

Recent case law – the Southern Sky case

may be made even after liquidation proceedings have commenced against

The abuse of the business rescue procedure is very evident from the recent

the company, which will have the effect of suspending the liquidation pro-

case of Maryne Estelle Syme N.O & Others v Southern Sky Hotel and Leisure

ceedings until the court refuses the business rescue application, or until the

(Pty) Ltd & Others (Case no 7535/2020), heard in the Limpopo Division of

business rescue proceedings have ended. An application for business rescue

the High Court, Polokwane.
The essence of the dispute before the court was
whether Southern Sky Hotel and Leisure (Pty) Ltd, being

Due to the ease of initiating
business rescue proceedings,
applicants often commence
the process even when they
are well aware that there is
no business to rescue and
that a better return for creditors will not be obtained.

the respondent company in liquidation), ought to be removed from its liquidation proceedings and instead be
placed into business rescue.
The business rescue order sought by the applicant and
an intervening party was opposed by the liquidators of the
company on the basis that there was no prospect of rescuing the company, that the application for business rescue
was simply a ruse and was launched solely to suspend the
liquidation proceedings, in order to attempt to derail the
sale of the immovable property owned by the company
(scheduled to take place in the near future).

Weyers

The court indicated that an applicant for business rescue must establish grounds for a reasonable prospect of
achieving one of the two goals set in s128(1)(b) of the Act.

can be brought by an opportunistic debtor company merely for the purpose of

That is, a business rescue plan must be aimed at either restoring the com-

delaying or suspending existing liquidation proceedings.

pany to a solvent going concern or at least facilitating a better return for cred-

Another advantage of business rescue for debtors is that the mechanism
of an insolvency enquiry is not available, which means reckless or fraudulent
conduct by the directors cannot be properly investigated.

itors and shareholders than they would secure from a liquidation process.
If the majority of creditors are against the proposed business rescue
scheme (as it was in this case), that is an important consideration for the court.
The court held, after perusing the draft proposed business rescue plan,

Combating the abuse of business rescue

that it was clear that the plan did not have any sensible and reasonable

The Act contains measures that are intended as remedies against the very

prospects for success and was entirely dependent upon speculative and un-

real potential for abuse by company boards of their power to start business

certain eventualities. The court remarked that the contents of the proposed

rescue proceedings and appoint a business rescue practitioner.

business rescue plan were “highly speculative, far-fetched and fanciful be-

A significant protection afforded to creditors is to challenge a resolution
adopted by the company’s board of directors. Any affected person may apply to

cause the company was virtually never in a position to make profit”.
The court pointed out that since 2013, no less than four different winding

court to have the resolution set aside on the grounds that there is no reason-

up applications had been launched. A business rescue failed in 2016 when the

able basis to believe that the company is financially distressed, or that there is

creditors voted against the adoption of the plan. Amongst the creditors was the

no reasonable prospect that the company will be rescued, or that the company

applicant creditor who ultimately applied successfully for the liquidation of the

has failed to comply with the procedural requirements set out in s129.

company. The court stated that there was no doubt that this applicant creditor

Therefore, the abuse may be intercepted by certain remedies provided in
the Act, as court intervention on application is always at the disposal to any

would still vote against the business rescue plan in the present case.
The court concluded that, taking into consideration the conspectus of the

stakeholder. But it is debatable whether the costly and time-consuming rem-

evidence before it, nothing had changed since 2012 insofar as the ability of

edy of obtaining an order of court will prove to be an effective weapon

the company to pay its debts, and the company was clearly not capable of

against abuse. However, making it too easy to reverse a board’s decisions will

being rescued. The previous attempt to embark upon business rescue in

undoubtedly undermine the success of the business rescue proceedings. Af-

2016 was unsuccessful and simply spawned extensive litigation at the insis-

fected persons, therefore, have high hurdles to clear to set business rescue

tence of Ms Rinderknecht (the sole director and shareholder of the com-

proceedings aside.

pany), frustrating creditors.
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The court stated that the application to place the company into business
rescue was “contrived and done solely for the purpose of frustrating the liquidation process and further dragging out the demise of an insolvent com-
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clear from the judgment that business rescue should only be commenced if it
is a genuine attempt to achieve the goals of business rescue.
The case also illustrates how the court can intervene and safeguard the

pany”. It emphasised that business rescue is not meant for a terminally ill

interests of creditors. Our courts will continue to be on alert for overzealous

company, or to frustrate liquidation proceedings.

decisions by boards of directors to plunge a teetering business into the perceived security of the

Conclusion

Chapter 6 lifeboat.

The Southern Sky case paints an unfortunate picture of how the business

•

rescue scheme can be abused by opportunist debtors seeking to harness the

Weyers is a Senior Associate with Cliffe Dekker

advantages and protections of business rescue for ill-founded reasons. It is

Hofmeyr Incorporating Kieti Law LLP (Kenya).

WHY IS THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT'S
MEDICLINIC DECISION SO SIGNIFICANT?
DARYL DINGLEY AND ELISHA BHUGWANDEEN
The Constitutional Court (CC) recently handed down a landmark judgment

the CAC did not consider the Tribunal's specialist character and expert grasp

pertaining to the jurisdiction of the Competition Tribunal and Competition Ap-

of economic, financial and policy concerns in its decision.

peal Court (CAC). The CC's judgment focused on whether the CAC was, in law,

It held, among other things, that the CAC failed to give proper effect to

correct in interfering with the Tribunal's finding to prohibit a merger in the pri-

the purpose of the Competition Act as set out in s 2(b) and to promote the

vate health care services sector.

spirit, purport and object of s27 (the right to access to healthcare) of the

The CC upheld the Competition Commission’s appeal and set aside a de-

Constitution.

cision by the CAC approving the merger between Mediclinic Southern Africa
(Pty) Ltd (Mediclinic) and Matlosana Medical Health Services (MMHS/the tar-

The role of the Constitution

get firm).

Significantly, the CC said that it was fatal to the CAC's judgement that nothing

The judgment emphasises that competition law must be interpreted and
applied with regard to the South African Constitution.

of consequence was said about the vulnerability of uninsured patients, the
fundamental right to access health care services, the objectives laid out in
the preamble of the Competition Act and consumer choice. The CC noted

History of the Mediclinic/Matlosana merger

that the Tribunal, in contrast, dealt with public interest issues such as histori-

In early 2019, the Tribunal agreed with the Commission's recommendation to

cal concentration in the private hospital sector, the risk of escalated tariffs,

prohibit the proposed merger between Mediclinic and MMHS. Although the

Mediclinic's potential regional dominance and the merger potentially limiting

acquisition would only lead to a 0.7% increase in Mediclinic's national market

the choice of uninsured patients.

shares, the Tribunal was concerned, among other things, about the increase
in tariffs and the effect of the merger on uninsured patients. When the mat-

CC's minority judgment

ter was taken on appeal, the CAC reversed the Tribunal's decision.

The CC's minority judgment adopted a starkly different approach. Judge
Theron J (Khampepe J concurring) was of the view that the CC was not per-

Constitutional challenges

mitted to overturn the factual findings of a specialist court (i.e. the CAC) that

The CAC's ability to interfere with the findings and remedy of the Tribunal

is statutorily empowered to make such determinations. The CC has previously

With reference to previous CC judgments, the CC noted that there are partic-

also recognised the CAC's role as a specialist court. In Commission v Stan-

ular circumstances in which the appellate court is entitled to interfere with

dard Bank [2020] ZACC 2 (para 45), the CC noted that "it cannot be ignored

the factual findings of the trial court. It stated that "interference with factual

that the Competition Appeal Court is an apex specialist court in competition

findings by appellate courts would…be justified only in the event of a misdi-

matters, and that this Court derives substantial benefit from its views". Simi-

rection or a clearly wrong decision… and this is to be done for the sole pur-

larly, in Commission v Yara [2012] ZACC 14 (para 71), the CC held that "in the

pose of achieving justice". In the matter at hand, the CC's view was that since

same way as the views of the Supreme Court of Appeal are particularly perti-

the Tribunal did not misdirect itself and was not clearly wrong in its conclu-

nent in common law matters, so are the views of the Competition Appeal

sion on the factual or policy issue, the CAC had no legally acceptable basis to

Court, as a specialist body, important in competition matters that lie at the

interfere with the Tribunal's conclusion and remedy. The CC also found that

complex intersection of law and economics".
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In early 2019, the Tribunal agreed with the
Commission's recommendation to prohibit
the proposed merger between Mediclinic and
MMHS. Although the acquisition would only
lead to a 0.7% increase in Mediclinic's national market shares, the Tribunal was concerned, among other things, about the
increase in tariffs and the effect of the
merger on uninsured patients.
Dingley

The minority judgment also disagrees that the CC's jurisdiction was en-

Bhugwandeen

be interpreted to promote the Bill of Rights". Advocate Tembeka

gaged for a number for reasons. Firstly, it would be absurd to hold that the

Ngcukaitobi (also speaking at the conference) remarked that "the judg-

CAC was not entitled to interfere with the Tribunal's remedy, since it was enti-

ment highlights the significant power of deference to the Tribunal's finan-

tled to do so once it overturned the Tribunal's findings. Secondly, although

cial and economic expertise". Importantly, Advocate Ngcukaitobi

the merger has implications for s27 of the Constitution, if the CC's jurisdiction

emphasised that "we have entered a new territory where merger parties

was engaged by the mere implication of constitutional rights, the Constitution

must question whether their merger may implicate any constitutional

would be rendered meaningless, and the CC's doors would be thrust open to

right…and that market power may now also be subject to constitutional

adjudicate all disputes.

regulation". Judge Dennis Davis on the other hand, cautioned that "the

The minority judgment recognised that the CAC did assess the facts and
the Tribunal's decision carefully and found that there was no reason to prohibit the merger since it was not likely to result in price increases or increased concentration in the healthcare market.

longer term implications of the judgment and its effects on institutional
integrity must be carefully examined".
It is likely that as constitutional and competition law become more infused, many more complicated constitutional challenges will arise - some
with substance and merit, and others to pursue more opportunistic jurisdic-

What are the consequences of this judgment?

tional challenges. The judgment does makes it abundantly clear, however,

Although the Commission has indicated that the judgment will pave the way

that merger filings can no longer be limited to narrow competition issues and

for the Commission's constitutional approach to other areas of competition

must include comprehensive details on all public interest aspects that may

law (including excessive pricing), it does not change the CAC's primary func-

be impacted by the merger.

tion of considering appeals arising from Tribunal decisions.
During the Commission's recent annual conference, the Competition

•

Dingley is a Partner and Bhugwandeen a

Commissioner stated that "the decision clarifies the intersection between

Senior Knowledge Lawyer at Webber

competition and constitutional law" and that "the Competition Act must

Wentzel.
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LOOKING FOR SPACS IN SOUTH AFRICA
MICHELLE OELOFSE
Special Purpose Acquisition Companies (SPACs) – publicly trading shell com-

date on an application from the SPAC, on the basis that the SPAC will be able

panies with the mandate to acquire or merge with other companies or ac-

to illustrate to the JSE that an acquisition of suitable assets is imminent.

quire assets – have reshaped traditional capital markets. In 2020, funds

If the SPAC fails to complete an acquisition within 24 months of listing and

raised by SPACs reached an all-time high of US$82.6 billion. According to

the JSE has not extended the acquisition period, the JSE will suspend the list-

Dealogic, by the second quarter of 2021, 2020’s record was already sur-

ing. The SPAC will delist after the capital has been distributed to sharehold-

passed – with 350 SPACs raising US$107.6 billion.

ers. The delisting of the SPAC must take place within 60 calendar days after

By August 2021, 389 SPACs listed on US exchanges, and 26 across Europe. As the SEC adopts a more aggressive approach to regulating SPACs in

the expiry of the acquisition period.
The use of any residual capital following an acquisition must be directed

the US, the European market is experiencing an increased number of listings

by a general resolution of the shareholders. If the proposed use of residual

by shell companies. However, the trend has yet to trickle through to the rest

capital is not approved, the capital must be returned to the shareholders

of the world.

within 60 days of the failed vote.

SPACs made their way into the South African JSE Listing Requirements in
2014. New rules permit the listing of a shell company, led by an experienced

SPACs in South Africa

management team. The company then has 24 months to acquire an asset or

Since SPAC regulation was introduced by the JSE in 2014, eight shell compa-

to merge with other companies, subject to shareholder approval.

nies have listed on the JSE. According to the research of Marx et al., published in the Journal of Economic and Financial Sciences in June 2021, three

JSE Listing Requirements: SPAC rules

(AEP Energy Africa, Sacoven and M-Fitec International) of these failed to

The minimum capital to be raised by a SPAC is R500 million for a listing on

make an acquisition in time and subsequently delisted. See the capital

the Main Board of the JSE and R50 million for a listing on the AltX of the JSE.

raised by the SPACs listed on the JSE in figure 1 below.

100% of these funds are to be paid into an escrow account. Additionally,
SPACs may not obtain debt financing for reasons other than to facilitate an
acquisition.
As with SPACs abroad, a company applying for a SPAC listing may not undertake any commercial or business operations. The JSE Requirements also
state that an applicant may consider an acquisition prior to listing, but it may
not enter into any formal or binding agreement before listing on the bourse.
The prelisting statement should disclose acquisition criteria, including the
threshold of majority shareholder votes to acquire a target. It should also
state that director remuneration and operating expenses will be disclosed
during the initial acquisition period. Additionally, the estimated operating expenses should be disclosed in the prelisting statement – the applicant may
not exceed the estimated operating expenses as disclosed, unless a resolution is passed by 75% of a meeting of security holders.
A prospective SPAC listing applicant must satisfy the JSE that its board of
directors has sufficient and satisfactory experience.
Directors are required to subscribe for a minimum 5% of the shares or
units in the SPAC. These shares are to be held in trust and are subject to a
lock-in period of six months following an acquisition.
The public shareholder requirement or the ‘minimum spread requirement’
of a listed company on the JSE Main Board is 20% of each class of equity se-

Source: Marx, B., Mohammadali Haji, A., Botha, L., Madikizela, B. & Madiba, T., 2021, ‘Special
purpose acquisition companies as a vehicle for providing venture capital to small and medium
size enterprise’, Journal of Economic and Financial Sciences 14(1), a629.
https://doi.org/10.4102/jef.v14i1.629

curities. Companies listed on the AltX must have at least 10% of each class of
equity held by the public.

Marx notes that the SPACs that are still listed on the exchange are trading at

The SPAC must have completed an acquisition of a company or asset(s)

a significant discount to their listing price and in low volumes of shares. The av-

within 24 months from the date of listing as a SPAC. The JSE may extend this

erage decrease in price, from the respective listing prices, of the remaining five
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The JSE states that SPACs are an alternative to raising capital for acquisi-

the JSE All Share Index (JSE ALSI) increased by 44.70%. Figure 2 below shows

tions. The exchange further indicates that SPACs provide benefits for man-

the five remaining SPACs’ relative share price performance to the JSE ALSI.

agement because:
1. it minimises operating business risk;
2. it is an effective way of creating currency for M&A transactions;
3. it provides an increased profile visibility and thereby deal flow opportunities; and
4. SPACs allow for a broader base of investors and have built in regulatory
safeguards to protect all parties to the deal.
In contrast to SEC regulations that limit SPAC-founder shares to 20% of
the post-acquisition company, the JSE does not have a limit for foundershares following an acquisition – a huge potential upside for SPAC-founders,
given the right circumstances.
While SPAC management certainly stand to benefit from SPAC deals, it
must be reiterated that to be listed on the JSE, a SPAC must keep all capital in
escrow, and management is not permitted to obtain debt financing unless it is
used to facilitate acquisitions. Additionally, founders must disclose the esti-

Source: Marx, B., Mohammadali Haji, A., Botha, L., Madikizela, B. & Madiba, T., 2021, ‘Special
purpose acquisition companies as a vehicle for providing venture capital to small and medium
size enterprise’, Journal of Economic and Financial Sciences 14(1), a629.
https://doi.org/10.4102/jef.v14i1.629

mated operating expenses in the prelisting statement of the SPAC, and they
may not exceed the estimation. The combination of these rules leaves the
founders of the shell company without discretion to
use and reallocate opera-

In terms of the JSE Listing Requirements, SPACs must report a shareholder

tional capital during the ini-

analysis showing the split between public and non-public shareholders. Figure

tial phase of the SPAC, prior

3 below reflects the SPACs’ shareholders as per their 2018 annual reports.

to completing an acquisition. In contrast, in the US,
founders are required to
keep a minimum of 85% of
funds raised in escrow,
while the remaining funds
are held in reserve to cover
all IPO underwriting fees
and operating expenses.
The JSE lists the very
same escrow requirement
and debt restriction as a
benefit for investors. Keeping all capital raised in escrow provides the investor

Marx, B., Mohammadali Haji, A., Botha, L., Madikizela, B. & Madiba, T., 2021, ‘Special purpose
acquisition companies as a vehicle for providing venture capital to small and medium size enterprise’, Journal of Economic and Financial Sciences 14(1), a629.
https://doi.org/10.4102/jef.v14i1.629

with certain protection.
Other investor benefits
listed by the exchange are:
1. 75% majority of share-

South Africa’s opportunity

holder votes are re-

As a developed economy with established financial markets and existing

quired to change

SPAC rules, South Africa has an opportunity to attract investment by using

acquisition criteria of a

SPAC structures. However, continued regulatory and economic uncertainty

SPAC; and

hamper prospects of a local SPAC boom.

2. if a SPAC fails to make

Oelofse

By August 2021, 389
SPACs listed on US exchanges, and 26 across
Europe. As the SEC
adopts a more aggressive approach to regulating SPACs in the US,
the European market is
experiencing an increased number of listings by shell ompanies.
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a timely acquisition, the residual capital will be returned to shareholders

that it is not uncommon for South Africa’s economy to lag by a business cycle

within 60 days.

or two in comparison with the West.
In the meantime, South Africa can put the SPAC buzz to good use –

Despite the benefits that investing in a SPAC holds for potential investors,

minor regulatory changes on escrow requirements, friendlier founder reg-

JSE investors are still hesitant, as indicated by the small number of SPAC list-

ulations and regulatory stability may provide a SPAC-sized boost for the

ings, SPACs trading at a significant discount to their listing price and the low

JSE and the South African economy. Similarly, potential SPAC founders

volumes of shares traded.

and businesses looking to list on an exchange may look to South Africa’s
emerging economy and find that listing on the JSE is a steal.

Conclusion

•

Why are SPACs booming in the northern hemisphere but not at the southern

Oelofse is a Candidate Attorney with White & Case (South Africa). The article

tip of Africa? The answer may simply be that the region’s time will come, and

was signed off by Ewan Orpen, a Partner.

BLENDED FINANCE:
ADDRESSING THE INFRASTRUCTURE GAP
J OA N N E R I P L E Y- E VA N S
It is common knowledge that the lack of infrastructure in developing countries inhibits their economic growth and development, and that a significant
amount of capital is required to address this.
There is no shortage of available capital worldwide, but commercial investors remain wary of investing in infrastructure projects in developing countries due to the perceived unfavourable ‘risk-return profile’. Governments in
these countries cannot fill the infrastructure gap alone – they do not have the
funds to do so – and the provision of developed finance by those tasked with
its deployment does not provide a sustainable solution in the long-term.
So, what is the solution?
The solution has been widely sought – particularly by the United Nations
(UN), which has developed a set of sustainable development goals (SDGs) that
have infrastructure development as a common theme through many of them.
One of the solutions that the UN has explored is blended finance.
Although not limited to a single description, the one that is common is
that blended finance is the blending of commercial finance and development
finance to fund a project, transaction, or sector. Development finance is finance earmarked for development, whereas commercial finance is finance
that has return maximisation as its central feature.
The idea of blended finance is for development finance to be a catalyst for
commercial finance, with the result of shifting the risk-return profile of infrastructure development transactions in a favourable manner.

Development finance as a catalyst
Development finance providers can make infrastructure development transactions attractive to commercial investors in a number of ways; for example,
they can provide:

• debt in the form of mezzanine loans, which take a subordinated position
to senior funding provided by commercial finance providers;

• guarantees and insurance that protect against political, government,
technical, physical, commercial and/or climate risks; and

• direct monetary contributions (grants or aid) without the expectation of
repayment.

In addition, sometimes the mere presence of a development finance
provider on a transaction can boost commercial investor confidence due to
that development finance provider’s reputation and track record in the global
market.
Development finance providers can also contribute their technical expertise. In this sense, the ‘finance’ portion of the ‘development finance’ term is a
bit of a misnomer, but the provision of presence and expertise is still classed
as development finance.
Prime examples of development finance providers are the development finance institutions (DFIs) that play a key role in infrastructure finance transactions across developing countries. These institutions provide a range of
instruments and mechanisms to boost development – whether in specific
sectors across developing countries or in specific countries across sectors.

Instruments and mechanisms of blended finance
A range of instruments can be used in the deployment of blended finance –
loans, bonds, guarantees, insurance, grants, technical assistance, hedging.
In addition, blended finance mechanisms can be used to structure these instruments. For example:

• Funds - legal entities in which participants pool their resources to provide

capital investments in projects, and can make use of different types of instruments in such investments.

• Facilities can be made available by development finance providers to attract commercial investment.

• Development finance providers can use subordination as a mechanism
to shield commercial finance providers from risk – by taking a subordi-

nated position, development finance providers will be repaid after commercial finance providers are repaid.
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• Syndicated loans – a group of lenders can make both
commercial and development finance available to a
transaction.

• Public private partnerships (PPPs) combine a range of
participants (from the public and private sector) who

can contribute their technical expertise, skills and funding to implement a transaction.

The Beitbridge Border Post Project
A good example of the utilisation of blended finance in the
infrastructure transaction context is the Beitbridge Border

The idea of blended finance
is for development finance to
be a catalyst for commercial
finance, with the result of
shifting the risk-return profile
of infrastructure development
transactions in a favourable
manner.

Post Project in Zimbabwe. Bowmans recently acted for the
sponsor, borrower and project company on this project,

Ripley-Evans

which entails the upgrade, refurbishment and modernisation of the existing physical and information and communications technology (ICT) infrastructure.
The project is of importance to Zimbabwe and many of its neighbouring

Funding was advanced by four of the major South African banks: RMB,
Standard Bank, Absa and Nedbank, and two DFIs: Afreximbank and the

countries – it is the main border post directly linking South Africa’s harbour

Emerging Africa Infrastructure Fund (EAIF), and many blending instruments

ports with Zimbabwe and it is a passageway to central and northern Africa. Its

and mechanisms were utilised. Examples include:

upgrade will lead to greater efficiencies for vehicles making use of it which, in
turn, will boost tourism and allow for faster delivery of goods and services.
This will stimulate economic growth in Zimbabwe and surrounding countries.
Its implementation thus far has also led (and will continue to lead) to local
job creation.
Fulfilling the conditions allowing for the funding of the project was not

• syndication of the commercial banks and DFIs;
• the project being structured as a PPP;
• the DFIs bolstered investor confidence by virtue of their presence and

also made use of blended finance instruments: political risk insurance
(PRI) and mezzanine loans; and

• RoZ provides support in the form of a termination payment, which will be

without its challenges. Zimbabwe has been perceived as a country of political

made to Zimborders in the event of termination of the government agree-

turmoil for years and it has suffered rampant inflation and currency exchange

ments due to RoZ’s default.

risks. Add to that an uncertain regulatory environment in respect of PPPs, in
terms of the nature of the project, and a change in political leadership in its

Blended finance is only part of the broader spectrum of solutions

early development phase, coupled with the rapid spread of COVID-19, and

Projects like Beitbridge are the start of the achievement of the ultimate goal

one could say that investors were presented with a perfect storm.

of blended finance – the creation of a stable enough environment to render

Enter blended finance.

the country or sector in question less dependent on the development finance

The combination of development finance and commercial finance is one

element.

of the factors that made the Beitbridge Border Post Project possible – that

Blended finance cannot fill the infrastructure gap on its own, however, nor

and the unwavering determination of the two principal partners at the centre

can it carry the achievement of the wider array of SDGs. It is simply one solu-

of the project: the Republic of Zimbabwe (acting through the Minister of Trade

tion in the broader spectrum of solutions.

•

and Infrastructural Development) (RoZ) and the project company, Zimborders
(acting through its sponsor, La Frontiere Proprietary Limited).

Ripley-Evans is a Partner with Bowmans.

WHEN CAN YOU SUE YOUR FINANCIAL
ADVISER FOR LOSSES SUSTAINED?
JEAN-PAUL RUDD
Thousands of South Africans place their trust in financial advisers to professionally manage their money and their futures. Unfortunately, sometimes investors lose their money, but it is not always as a result of professional

negligence on the part of financial advisers.
Investors need to distinguish between losses arising from market or other
risks versus those of professional negligence.
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Most clients have little knowledge of matters relating to finance and in-

A critical consideration for financial advisers is the level of risk their clients

vestment, and place heavy reliance on their financial adviser. To establish lia-

are prepared to take when making investment decisions. There are trade-offs

bility for a financial adviser’s professional negligence, it must be shown that

to be made between the level of risk and return, and it is important that the

the client actually placed reliance on the advice given. Where there is advice

client understands and accepts the implications of their decisions.

but no reliance in making an investment decision, no liability arises if loss re-

Risk means the chance of a loss in investment and not the actual loss – a

sults from the investment.
A financial adviser holds himself out as an expert or specialist. In cases al-

deviation from the investor’s expected return.

leging professional negligence where the financial adviser’s skill and compe-

Types of risk

tence are questioned, it is necessary to show that the financial adviser

Systematic or market risk – the risk impacting all stocks, usually coming from

lacked the degree of skill and care ordinarily exercised by a reasonably com-

national or global economic conditions.

petent professional financial adviser.

Unsystematic risk – usually event-based risk affecting one share only, such

gence include:

as a management change, reputational damage, fraud, etc.

• Failure to assess the client's needs and financial situation;
• Failure to establish whether the client can afford the investment;
• Advising investment in products unsuited to the needs of the client;
• Failure to warn of the risks of the proposed investments.

Conduct of financial advisers which may amount to professional negli-

Interest rate risk – where a change in interest rate affects value. Bond prices
and their yields are inversely related. Thus, if the interest rate increases, the
bond price falls or drops to a discount, and if the interest rate drops, the bond
price rises or is considered at a premium.

FAIS protection

Inflation risk – comes about from inflation affecting prices and value, and the

The Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act (FAIS) aims to regulate fi-

buying power of money. For example, if you buy a bond with a coupon rate of

nancial service providers (FSPs) by protecting the consumer against improper

3%, then this would be the nominal return of your investment. However, if the

conduct by FSPs. The Act makes provision for FSPs to be licensed. The Act

inflation rate is at 2%, your purchasing power is only really increasing by 1%.

also regulates members of the industry in the way that they provide advice. It

Business or financial risk – the risk of deteriorating business conditions due
to consumer demand, competition or industry disruption, e.g. from new business models.

requires that competent and qualified persons render services and give advice (fit and proper requirements), so that investors receive sound financial
advice, services and products that best suit their individual needs. The products covered under the FAIS include investments, insurance and deposits.

Political or social risk – government policy affecting investments, or a complete political or security upheaval, such as war or a revolution. Investors in
Egypt would have encountered this risk in 2012/2013.

Appropriate forum to claim compensation
Investors can claim damages through a court of law or refer the dispute to
the FAIS Ombud (Ombudsman for Financial Services Providers). Compensa-

Currency risk – comes about through changes in the exchange rate relative

tion for financial prejudice or damage suffered can be awarded up to its juris-

to currencies which are detrimental to the value of the investment. For exam-

dictional limit of R800 000. Deciding on the forum through which to claim

ple, suppose a U.S.-based investor purchases a German stock for 100 euros.

depends entirely on the facts of each case.

While holding this stock, the euro exchange rate falls from
1.5 to 1.3 euros per U.S. dollar. If the investor sells the
stock for 100 euros, he or she will realise a loss upon conversion of the profits from euros to U.S. dollars.
Credit risk – when credit is extended to a borrower or bank
which may be wholly or partially lost.
Concentration risk – occurs when investments or a business are locked into one region or one industry, where the decline of the area or industry will affect value. For example, the
price of airline stocks may be influenced by the cost of oil.

Professional negligence
A financial adviser has a legal duty to exercise reasonable
skill and care, and liability may arise as a result of a breach
of the duty of care, or as a result of breach of contract.

Good investments can help
people reach their financial
goals and create long-term
stability for themselves and
their families. Yet, some risk
remains; markets fluctuate
and high returns on investments cannot be guaranteed.
Rudd
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Conclusion

Unfortunately, sometimes losses may be the result of professional negligence

Good investments can help people reach their financial goals and create

on the part of a financial adviser. Should the cause of an investor’s loss not

long-term stability for themselves and their families. Yet, some risk remains;

be clear, it is advisable to seek legal advice promptly.

•

markets fluctuate and high returns on investments cannot be guaranteed.
However, not all losses are normal or are just the risk of doing business.

Rudd is a Partner with Adams and Adams.

PRESCRIPTION DURING DEBT REVIEW
UNDER THE NATIONAL CREDIT ACT
DEAN RAATH
Does prescription apply to a claim after an application for debt review was made?
The NCA deals with debt review and prescription but does not answer this

ally the service of a summons) [s15(1)].
An application to obtain a debt review court or consent order would not

question. Therefore, the general provisions of the Prescription Act will apply

meet these criteria and would, therefore, not interrupt the running of pre-

where relevant.

scription (if it has started) because:

• section 15 is linked to and dependent on completing litigation for pay-

NCA

ment and obtaining and maintaining a judgment to that effect. This is

Section 88(3) prohibits a credit provider from enforcing a credit agreement,

contrary to a debt review court and consent order being a confirmation of

amongst others, after it has received notice of an application for debt review.

a payment arrangement.

However, there are instances when a credit provider may still enforce a credit
agreement:

substantially and are, in effect, opposites. The main difference is that a

• After a credit agreement was terminated from debt review in terms of
s86(10).

•

• the purpose, process and outcome of the two processes and orders differ
debt review court or consent order prevents enforcement of the agreement whilst a judgment enforces the agreement.

When the circumstances in s88(3)(a) and (b) apply, the
most important of which is that the consumer is in default under the credit agreement and defaults on the
re-arrangement agreed between the consumer and
credit providers or ordered by a court or the NCT.

Prescription Act
Interruption of prescription
The running of prescription is interrupted by an express or
tacit acknowledgement of liability by a debtor [s14(1)].

The running of prescription
is interrupted by an express
or tacit acknowledgement of
liability by a debtor [s14(1)].
Prescription then starts to
run afresh [s14(2)].

Prescription then starts to run afresh [s14(2)].

• All that is required is an acknowledgment by a debtor
of his liability under the debt. This acknowledgement

can take different forms e.g. part payments or the ad-

Raath

mission of liability in any other manner.

• Where any part of a debt has been acknowledged,

then (depending on the circumstances), such acknowledgment interrupts the running of prescription of the whole debt.

• The disclosure by the consumer of debts owing during an application for debt
review and/or acceptance of a restructuring proposal by a debt counselor

and/or payment made, all arguably constitute such an acknowledgement.

• the original credit agreement is enforced (not a judgement debt) by issuance of a summons pursuant to debt review.

• a judgment for payment of a debt differs in many respects from a debt review court or consent order e.g., a judgment debt is immediately due and
payable, execution can be done, in duplum starts to run on the judgment

The running of prescription is judicially interrupted by the service on the
debtor of any process whereby the creditor claims payment of the debt (usu-

debt, prescription starts to run on the judgment debt for a new period,
none of which apply to a debt review court or consent order.
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Delayed completion of prescription:
If a creditor is prevented from interrupting the running of prescription as con-
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• The legal impediment to enforce will stop in the instances provided for in
s86(10) and s88(3) of the NCA.

templated in s15(1), and the period of prescription would be completed before
or on, or within one year after the day on which the prescribed impediment has

Conclusion

ceased to exist, then the period of prescription shall not be completed before a

An application for debt review does not interrupt the running of prescription. But

year has elapsed after the said impediment has ceased to exist [s13(1)]. If this

several possible acknowledgments of debt inherent in debt review can do that.

does not apply, the full prescription period will run until completed.

• This section applies because a credit provider is legally prevented by the

Once there is default, prescription will run, but the legal impediment to enforce the credit agreement could delay completion of prescription. However,

NCA from enforcing a debt during debt review and interrupting the run-

once that legal impediment to enforce ceases to exist,

ning of prescription by legal process.

prescription can become completed and enforcement

• But when the credit provider is not legally prevented from enforcing the

should proceed as soon as possible to prevent that.

credit agreement anymore, prescription will continue to run, whether or
not the credit provider enforces the credit agreement.

•

Raath is Principal Legal Counsel at Absa.

CRYPTO ASSETS AND THE NEED TO CREATE
A REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
ERNEST MARAIS
The value, use and disruptive nature of crypto currencies remains a highly

Exchange Control Regulations

contentious topic in the regulatory sphere. An asset previously associated

The known point of departure is that South African individuals may use their sin-

with anarchy and youthful rebellion is slowly but surely becoming an asset

gle discretionary allowance of up to R1 million and/or their individual foreign

class that a sophisticated fund manager may insist on having in a balanced

capital allowance of up to R10 million per year for offshore investment pur-

portfolio. The South African regulators are adopting a wait-and-see ap-

poses. South African businesses have a defined category as to the foreign as-

proach, which is creating uncertainty in the regulatory market from both a

sets that they may invest in, and Crypto Assets are not included within this

legal and commercial perspective. The Receiver of Revenue is in the fortu-

dispensation. There is nothing prohibiting an individual from utilising their for-

nate position that the principles captured in the Income Tax Act (58 of

eign capital allowance to acquire Crypto Assets abroad; however, there is uncer-

1962) is more forgiving and adequately deals with the taxation of crypto as-

tainty in the market as to what constitutes a cross-border acquisition, given the

sets without the South African Revenue Service (SARS) having to reinvent

intangible nature of Crypto Assets.

the wheel.
This article will address some regulatory uncertainty surrounding the

The Exchange Control Regulations prohibit transactions where capital or a
right to capital is, without permission, directly or indirectly exported from South

cross-border transfer of crypto assets from an exchange control point of view,

Africa. The Financial Surveillance Department of the SARB (FinSurv) recently is-

and deal with the tax implications thereof.

sued a statement providing that “the repatriation of value to South Africa

Digital assets utilising decentralised technology such as blockchain and

through crypto assets is not permitted as part of an individual’s single discre-

distributed ledger technology can be broadly classified under three cate-

tionary allowance and/or foreign capital allowance. This is because of the na-

gories:

ture of the assets and because the transaction is currently not reportable on the

(i)

Exchange of Payment Tokens: These tokens are designed to be used as

FinSurv Reporting System. Similarly, non-residents who have introduced crypto

a means of exchange or payment for the buying of goods or services

assets to South Africa for local sale will not be able to transfer the sale proceeds

(similar to a fiat currency);

abroad”. This is an oversimplification of a complex legal and regulatory issue.

(ii) Security Tokens: These tokens provide rights such as ownership or an
entitlement to future profits (similar to a share); or
(iii) Utility Tokens: These tokens can be redeemed for access to a specific
product or service.

Crypto Assets generally trade at a premium on South African administered
exchanges, creating an attractive opportunity for commercial arbitrage across
international markets. Some key regulatory questions are: At what point is a
Crypto Asset deemed to be exported or deemed to flow cross-border? Will the
exchange of one Crypto Asset for another on a foreign exchange between two

These different classes of crypto assets will most likely need to be regu-

South African residents be deemed to be an export of capital or, alternatively,

lated and taxed differently; however, for the purposes of this article, it will be

an acquisition of a Crypto Asset from a non-resident on a South African ad-

referred to under the umbrella term of crypto assets.

ministered exchange? Similarly, within which jurisdiction is the direct transfer
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Dealers with Limited Authority (as defined in the existing regulations) to assist with the regulation of Crypto Assets.

This article will address some
regulatory uncertainty surrounding the cross-border
transfer of crypto assets from
an exchange control point of
view, and deal with the tax implications thereof.

The tax position
Fortunately for SARS, the principles of taxation provided for
in the Income Tax Act sufficiently capture the taxation of
Crypto Assets. Gross Income is defined in s1 of the Income
Tax Act as “…in case of a resident, the total amount, in
cash or otherwise, received by or accrued to or in favour of
such resident, or in the case of a person, other than a resident, the total amount, in cash or otherwise, received by or
accrued to such person from a source within the Republic
…” (our emphasis). The South African courts have con-

Marais

firmed that ‘gross income’ was not confined to the receipts
of money but embraced every form of property (Lategan v
Commissioner of Inland Revenue 1926 CPD 203, 2 SATC

of a Crypto Asset from one digital wallet to another deemed to take place?
The answers to these questions will provide greater clarity on whom the obli-

16). This position was confirmed in Stander v Commissioner of Inland Rev-

gation rests to obtain exchange control approval (and whether it is required).

enue 1997 (3) SA 617 (C), where the courts decided that anything that is ca-

The answer may be in the determination of the situs (position or site) of intangible, digital assets, which only exists in the stratosphere. Other incorporeal personal property, such as shares, are generally considered to be at the

pable of being valued in monetary terms (even if it cannot be turned into
money) will fall within gross income.
The exchange of one crypto currency into another is a taxable event, and

place where the share register is maintained, or where a company has been

the taxing rights of SARS are not limited to the conversion of a Crypto Asset

incorporated, and not necessarily the location where the share certificates

into fiat currency. The general principles governing the rules of whether a re-

are held (mostly being the location of the owner thereof). In circumstances of

ceipt is of a capital or revenue nature will be applicable to Crypto Assets, as

a company registered in more than one jurisdiction, with different share reg-

with any other asset. The rules governing the taxing rights on international

isters, the register on which the shares would normally be traded is the regis-

taxation will be applied consistently to Crypto Assets, which will be deter-

ter that determines the situs of the shares. An exchange traded fund (ETF) is

mined by the nature of the Crypto Asset (i.e. the sale or exchange of a secu-

generally the place where the issuer of such an ETF is registered. The situs of

rity token deriving its underlying value from immovable property should have

a loan is generally where the loan can be enforced, or at the residence of the

different tax implications to an exchange token, such as bitcoin being traded

debt obligator.

between two respective parties).

The unique nature of Crypto Assets and the unregulated nature of the
transfer of these assets makes it an outlier to most other assets. It is, there-

Conclusion

fore, important for regulators to take a position on the situs of Crypto Assets.

The global total market value of Crypto Assets is estimated to be around U$2

Once established, it will be easier to determine the place of sale of a Crypto

trillion. The Rubicon has been crossed and it can no longer be seen as a

Asset. In creating this regulatory framework, as with other incorporeal per-

speculative pyramid scheme, but rather technology that should be embraced

sonal property, it will most likely be necessary to draw a distinction between

as part of modern-day society. The regulatory authorities must take a position

the different types of Crypto Assets outlined.

on its regulation and create a safer regulated environment for all stakehold-

The framework should determine the location of a Crypto Asset, to decide

ers. As for the anti-regulatory anarchist, it is only once regulated that the ac-

which party should seek Exchange Control approval. It is recommended that Fin-

tual value of this disruptive technology in financial innovation will truly be

Surv assume the supervisory and regulatory responsibility to monitor the cross-

realised.

•

border flow of Crypto Assets. It is further recommended that crypto asset service
providers (such as exchange platforms) be licensed and regulated as Authorised

Marais is Director - Tax, Andersen (South Africa).
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LAW FIRMS UNDER ATTACK
JOHN MC LOUGHLIN
Law firms remain targets of cyber-criminals, largely due to
the vast amounts of client data, information and money
that they retain, and the continued refusal by a large number of law firms to take basic precautions when it comes
to their cyber security posture. Security posture indicates a
firm’s overall state of cybersecurity readiness.
Law firms are not always aware that their networks
have been compromised and, unfortunately, by the time
they realise that a breach has taken place, significant
damage may already have been done.
It is of concern that in many instances, once the firm is

Law firms are not always
aware that their networks
have been compromised and,
unfortunately, by the time
they realise that a breach has
taken place, significant damage may already have been
done.

aware that it has been attacked, there is little knowledge
on how to proceed. It is evident that a number of these at-

Mc Loughlin

tacks are swept under the carpet to protect reputations
and avoid possible repercussions.
The J2 Cyber Security Centre team has been involved in

work fast to spread their compromise as wide as possible. These highly

several investigations recently, with at least one new incident per day. There

inter-connected eco-systems across the field are then exploited for maxi-

are ongoing attacks focused on conveyancing, commercial and criminal at-

mum gain.

torneys, and the attacks are not going to stop.
Although bond originators are being targeted and conveyancing attorneys

Cybercrime and cyber risk are real, and the potential for a successful cyberattack is highly probable if networks are not secured. Executives, busi-

continue to be a high value target in the criminal attack chain – largely be-

ness owners or principals can no longer be surprised when cyber-attacks

cause they continually receive and make payments on property transfers – it

occur.

is clear that this extends way beyond one field of law. Cyber criminals do not
discriminate.
Despite hundreds of thousands of rands being lost each week due to

Cyber resilience is surprisingly easy to achieve; stop impersonations, secure sensitive communications and prevent inbound and web based attacks
that go hand-in-hand with a securely configured cloud email, data and

successful cyber-attacks, there appears to be little urgency to acknowledge

backup solution, and create awareness. Simple, practical and affordable so-

the problem and to put in place even the most basic controls.

lutions are available to secure gateways, gain internal visibility and deploy a

Cyber-attackers are patient; they sit quietly in the systems and mail ac-

simple secure channel for communicating confidential information.

counts of the attorney, bond originators or clients until the right piece of information hits. Once cybercriminals are aware of a new transaction, they

•

Mc Loughlin is CEO of J2.

THE CYBERATTACK ECLIPSE
SAMISHA BHARTU
The cybercriminal uses the internet to facilitate traditional crimes such as illicit

The Motive

drugs, and human trafficking, as well digital crimes like intellectual property

In most instances, the motivation for cybercrime is financial gain. There are

theft, cryptocurrency theft and identity theft. The consequences of cybercrimes

some groups that fight for a cause and are called hacktivists – an example is

have economic, public health and national security implications. July saw a cy-

the Julian Assange movement. In some instances, the hacker does not de-

berattack on Transnet, and most recently, on the Department of Justice and the

mand any ransom and the motive behind the hacking is to accept a chal-

South African Space Agency. It has become clear that cybercrime is becoming

lenge, to boast or exhibit skills within the cyber community.

more prominent where an organisation’s functionality is eclipsed for a period.

Culturally, we have seen that hacking is prevalent in countries where
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people are skilled with computers and where jobs are not plentiful. There

Police Service (SAPS) to lead and conduct cybercrimes investigations.

was no demand for ransom in the recent cyberattacks in South Africa,

In addition, the SAPS must establish, operate and maintain a central

but they fall within the ambit of Distributed Denial of Service attacks.

point of contact to report cybercrime. Although the idea of a single

Transnet was in a panic, and so were those who depend on the services

point of contact is to be applauded, a short supply of experience and

of the port for trade, especially after the insurrection in July 2021.

knowledge on cybercrime within the SAPS may pose a challenge in applying the Act.

The actors

Geographic borders that exist in the real world do not exist in the cyber-

The internet allows cybercriminals to hide behind a veil of anonymity,

world. Chapter 5 of the Cybercrimes Act allows other states to apply to

which allows cybercrimes to be committed globally. The lack of cross bor-

South African Courts for cooperation. Some lawyers have expressed con-

der treaties for data sharing, use of cloaking to hide identities, and volatile

cern that this could prove controversial if it is interpreted as a breach of

data that can be erased if not gathered promptly, make tracking the origin

South African sovereignty.

of the hacker very difficult.
An example is the Stuxnet worm that was introduced to Iranian nuclear

The Common Law

facilities through a thumb drive. Forensic intelligence should have identi-

Since the COVID-19 pandemic, we have witnessed the celebration of the

fied the source of the weapon, but were not able to.

Force Majeure clause. The provision was previously considered a tradi-

Both the Department of Justice and the South African National Space

tional boilerplate clause, but is now used more than before. Force Majeure

Agency (SANSA) were attacked on 6 September 2021, but no ransom was

translates to an act of God, an act of uncontrollable nature. The question

demanded. A group called the CoomingProject claimed responsibility for

then arises, can this clause be applied to cyberattacks, since a cyberat-

the SANSA attack.

tack is not controllable.
Transnet triggered the Force Majeure clause for two
weeks when their system was eclipsed by a cyberattack,
which allowed for the suspension of fulfilling contractual

We must remain cognisant of
the laws and internet as an
omnipresent body everywhere in its Ying and Yang
forms when going about our
daily routines.

obligations without extinguishing the obligation.
The requirements for invoking Force Majeure are an
impossibility to perform due to an act that is not possibly
foreseeable or the fault of either of the parties. The act
must be absolute, rather than probable, and the impossibility to perform must be measured by a reasonable man
standard.

Conclusion
As the world moves toward rapid digitisation, there is an
increased risk of cyberattacks. Organisational struc-

Bhartu

tures and protocols must be exercised with utmost discipline. Regardless of the size of the firm, employees
must constantly be made aware of cyberattack red

The laws that govern cybercrimes

flags. The Law Society has recommended commercial cyber insurance

Promulgating international laws for cybercrimes is challenging. Legal sys-

for practising attorneys.

tems are differentiated by different cultural norms, and some states are
more digitally advanced than others.
On 1 June 2021, the legislature birthed the Cybercrimes Act (19 of
2020) which, together with the Protection of Personal Information Act (4 of
2013), is intended to be South Africa’s arsenal to fight cybercrime.

We must remain cognisant of the laws and internet as an omnipresent
body everywhere in its Ying and Yang forms when going about our daily
routines.

•

Bhartu is a Consultant to Jajbhay Attorneys.

Chapter 4 of the Cybercrimes Act describes how South African authorities should conduct investigations and entails how evidence must be col-

An Interpol report in 2020 found South Africa had suffered around $157

lected, shared and preserved. This is a breakthrough provision since,

million in economic losses due to cyberattacks. In July, Interpol’s Secre-

previously, the lack of definitive legislation delayed and hindered cyber-

tary General, Jürgen Stock, called for police agencies worldwide to form a

crime investigations.

global coalition with industry partners to prevent a potential ransomware

The Cybercrimes Act places great responsibility on the South African

pandemic. - Ed.
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SMART CONTRACTS
LESAI SEEMA
In 1994, lawyer, cryptographer and Bit Gold creator, Nick Szabo coined the

the cash note against the code entered. It will detect, inter alia, the size, value

term, “smart contract”. Szabo pioneered smart contracts in an effort to, inter

and authenticity of the note and then divert it to the correct cash slot. It will

alia, advance classic contract law in order to formalise ‘digital cash’ and on-

calculate how much change is due, ensure that the spiral at shelf G4 moves

line business relationships in a free market economy.

around enough to release only one Bar One, and complete the transaction.
The vending machine has rules stored within it that are unalterable – it can

What is a ‘smart contract’?

verify those rules and self-execute them if predetermined conditions are met.

Smart contracts are computer code used to create self-executing transactions that do not require any third party involvement, and are stored on what

Practical consideration

is known as a “blockchain”. Smart contracts are unique, as they are im-

Smart contracts are written using cryptography. At a basic level, storage on

mutable (once created, the contract can never be changed). Smart contracts

blockchain will look something like this:

essentially reduce the need for trusted intermediaries, by executing an agreement automatically, provided that predetermined conditions are met.
To understand smart contracts better, we have to understand the underlying technology that enables them: blockchain. In essence, a blockchain is a
shared and trusted ledger of transactions, where immutable and encrypted
copies of information are stored in ‘information blocks’, linked in a chain-like
manner, thus creating a blockchain.
Blockchain technology has many varied uses and can facilitate many functions. It is particularly effective in three ways:

• It stores rules;
• it verifies rules ; and
• it self-executes on the rules.
The archetype
One example of a smart contract is a vending machine. Suppose that you
would like to have a Bar One. You go to the nearest vending machine and see
that on shelf G4, there is a Bar One for ten rand. You insert a twenty rand
cash note into the machine and press G4.

This means that those who wish to rely on this technology will require a
new skill – coding.

At the most basic level, what happens then is that the machine will decrypt

One can, of course, outsource the coding function to a qualified software
developer; however, this would mean that you have very
limited understanding in respect of the transactions you fa-

Smart contracts are computer code used to create
self-executing transactions
that do not require any third
party involvement, and are
stored on what is known as a
“blockchain”.

cilitate, you would need to take on the extra costs of a developer, and potentially lose out on the benefits of using
blockchain technology in your practice.
One example of the benefit that legal practices can derive from blockchain technology relates to storing information on the ledger. Clients’ confidential records can be
encrypted and stored on the ledger with access only by a
virtual key. These records can never be lost, as they are encrypted onto the distributed ledger.

Smart property
Seema

Suppose you wish to buy a home. Traditionally, once an
agreement of sale is signed, you would approach an attor-
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ney, fill in mandates, onerous fee agreements and complete a Financial Intel-

snack has not been released or is stuck in the machine after having followed

ligence Centre Act form. The attorney/conveyancer would then attend to con-

all purchase instructions. Modern vending machines have infrared beams at

sidering the suspensive conditions of the offer to purchase.

the bottom and next to the out-tray that are triggered by the snack. If your Bar

Where the sale is not a cash sale, the registration of a mortgage bond

One does not pass through the beams, the machine will turn the spirals a fur-

would have to be dealt with, along with the associated guarantees. The con-

ther 360 degrees and realise another Bar One. Thus, vending machines have

veyancer would get clearance figures from the council, obtain a clearance

been adapted to ensure you always receive your snack. Similarly, smart con-

certificate, and lodge everything with the Deeds Office.

tracts can have alternatives embedded in them. These can be used to ac-

If the purchase price is over a R1 million, a SARS transfer duty is

count for the ‘if and then’ situations.

payable within six months from the date of acquisition. If this is not done,
interest will be calculated at 10% per annum for each completed month’s

Conclusion

receipt on the appropriate scale. Where it is a sectional title scheme, levies

One thing is certain, smart contracts are here to stay, and for good reason.

payable to the Body Corporate need to be accounted for. In other words,

They not only transcend the notion of contracting, but represent a new dawn

there are many hoops and intermediaries to go through, and the costs

of business relationships. The smart contract, inter alia, allows us to solve

involved are significant.

unanswered questions, such as the transfer of synthetic assets, which are

If all forecasts hold true, the future looks like this:

essentially a combination of tokenised securities and asset derivatives. Multi-

You will embed your contract onto the blockchain/ledger, transfer the re-

plex payment systems can be facilitated. An example of this is the transfer of

quired amount of currency and necessary documentation. The smart con-

the Argentine soccer star Lionel Messi from Football Club Barcelona to Paris

tract will validate the conditions/rules and generate a digital receipt that is

Saint-Germain Football Club. Messi’s contract included payment in cryptocur-

stored on the ledger.

rency, more specifically PSG Fan Tokens. These ‘tokens’ allow for voting

If payment has been made in full, but the seller has not provided access

rights, access and all kinds of benefits. These can become everyday features

to the property, the contract will automatically refund the money. Where both

built into smart contracts. Smart contracts will ultimately change how we ex-

money and access have been provided, they will be held until the execution

change value and how we deal with our ‘offline’ assets. It may very well be

date when they will be passed over to the respective parties. The transfer is

that code will be law. •

essentially self-executed, provided the conditions are met.

Immutable nature

Seema is a Candidate Attorney at Schindlers Attorneys. The article was

The immutable nature of smart contracts has often been used as criticism

signed-off by Heather Kemp, a Senior Associate. (Thanks go to Danmari

against their use. Consider the vending machine example. Suppose your

Duguid of Schindlers Innovations).

APPLICATION OF MATRIMONIAL
PRINCIPLES WHEN RETIREMENT
BENEFITS ARE RE-INVESTED
CLEMENT MARUMOAGAE
In South Africa, civil and customary marriages, as well as civil unions, are cur-

the other based on the need of the financially weaker spouse, and the finan-

rently the only forms of intimate relationships that automatically attract legal

cially stronger spouse’s ability to provide financial support. Marriages in commu-

rights and obligations accorded by the law. These forms of intimate relation-

nity of property have been described as universal economic partnerships where

ships also attract legal consequences when they dissolve. Those who are

all the spouses’ assets and liabilities are merged in the joint estate owned by

party to ‘… unmarried intimate relationships have very few legal rights, except

both spouses in equal, undivided shares (H R Hahlo: The South African Law of

for the occasional cases granting rights to share in partnership assets on the

Husband and Wife 5ed (1985) 157-158). Once a joint estate is created, both

basis that the partners had concluded tacit partnership agreements’ (South

spouses have the same powers to bind and manage the assets thereto and

African Law Reform Commission ‘Single Marriages Statute’ Project 144:

have the same right to dispose of such assets (Vukeya v Ntshane and Others

Issue Paper 35 (31 August 2019) 12).

(518/2019) [2020] ZASCA 167 (11 December 2020) para 32).

The invariable consequences of marriages and civil unions are well recorded,
chief among them being the reciprocal duty of support that each spouse owes

Section 15(1) of the Matrimonial Property Act (88 of 1984) (MPA) ‘… empowers spouses married in community of property to perform juristic acts that
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relate to the joint estates without the consent of their other spouses’ (C Maru-

By marrying in community of property, the member spouse reconciled

moagae ‘Deprivation of Retirement Benefits on Divorce through Living Annu-

him/herself with the idea that all the patrimonial assets and interest of the

ities in South Africa’ (2021) African Law Journal 1 at 13). However, s15(2) of

marriage will be co-owned in undivided shares with the non-member spouse,

MPA provides a list of transactions that spouses cannot perform on their own

and this includes accrued retirement benefits (V v V (3389/2017) [2020] ZA-

without the written consent of their spouse. It is disappointing that courts and

GPPHC 154 (4 March 2020) para 4 & 5). In De Kock v Jacobson 1999 (4) SA

retirement funds have not yet determined the extent to which s15(2) plays a

346 (W) at 349G, the court held that ‘[t]he question then remains whether

role when retirement benefits of members married in community of property

the right to the pension is part of the community of property. There is, to my

accrue to them while still married to their spouses. This article seeks to exam-

mind, no reason in principle why the accrued right to the pension should not

ine whether such members have discretion, irrespective of their marriages in

form part of the community of property existing between the parties prior to

community of property, to decide unilaterally how their accrued retirement

the divorce’. But most importantly, the court was of the view, in line with the

funds should be invested. It highlights the prejudice that appears to be taking

approach in Clark v Clark 1949 (3) SA 226 (D), that the member’s interest in

place in practice, where retirement fund members whose retirement benefits

retirement benefits which had not yet accrued formed part of the joint estate

accrued to them, unilaterally decide to invest the benefits either in living annu-

(at 350). In Commissioner for Inland Revenue v Nolan's Estate 1962 (1) SA

ities or retirement annuity funds and, soon thereafter, divorce their spouses or

785 (A) at 791C - E, Hoexter ACJ (as he then was), opined that the member’s

die. It evaluates whether it is sound that members should unilaterally decide

retirement benefit constitutes:

what should happen to their accrued retirement benefits. Further, that the

‘… a joint annuity during the lifetime of the deceased and his wife be-

only point of reference should be the rules of their funds, regardless of the

cause, by virtue of their marriage in community, it is payable to them jointly

marital status and regime applicable to their marriage.

until either of them dies, and it is a survivorship annuity because the right of

I previously highlighted the prejudice to the non-member spouses that results when member spouses’ benefits accrue to them and decide to purchase

the first dying to his or her half of the annuity accrues to the survivor'.
These sentiments were quoted with approval by the Supreme Court of Ap-

living annuities and later divorce their spouses, and there is no need to ad-

peal in C M v E M 2020 (5) SA 49 (SCA) paras 35, 36 and 37. In short, this

dress this issue again in this article (Clement Marumoagae Clement Marumoa-

entails that the retirement benefits which accrue to member spouses who

gae ‘The need for legislative intervention regarding living annuities purchase

are married in community of property also accrue to their joint estates. Simi-

through retirement benefits when spouses are divorcing’
(2021) 84 THRHR 37-52 and ‘Living annuities and divorce:
Are non-member spouses being deprived of accrued retirement benefits?’ without prejudice June 2020 50-51).
The issue that is yet to be addressed is the conundrum
that results where member spouses invest their retirement
benefits in funds approved by their retirement funds, which
are usually retirement annuity funds, and die soon thereafter. Usually, at the time when the instruction to make
such investment is made, the board will only have regard to
what is contained in the rules of its fund, which makes provision for the requested transfer and re-investment of benefits to the retirement annuity fund. In practice, the board
will usually seek the member’s instruction to transfer their

The invariable consequences
of marriages and civil unions
are well recorded, chief
among them being the reciprocal duty of support that each
spouse owes the other based
on the need of the financially
weaker spouse, and the financially stronger spouse’s ability
to provide financial support.

Marumoagae

accrued benefits, which will be implemented in accordance
with its rules without serious regard to the member’s marital status and the marital regime applicable to the member’s marriage. What

larly, the rights or interest that member spouses, whose marriages are in

is not clear from decided cases is whether when the board implements the

community of property, have in unaccrued retirement benefits also form part

instruction, it is obliged to have regard to the member’s marital regime and,

of their joint estates and thus fall to be shared with their non-member

in particular, s15(2)(c) of the MPA. In other words, the extent to which retire-

spouses. Based on these authorities, it is not clear why retirement funds,

ment funds must consider matrimonial principles when effecting members’

when retirement benefits accrue to their members, do not involve member

instructions to invest their accrued retirement funds with approved funds is

spouses when decisions on how such benefits should be reinvested are

not clear. This is particularly so when such investments have the practical ef-

taken by members. The authorities referred to thus far seem to suggest that

fect of either preventing the accrued benefits ‘from accruing to the spouses’

non-member spouses should be involved to preserve their rights at the time

joint estate’ or if they accrued into the joint estate, of removing them without

that accrued retirement funds are re-invested with living annuities, to in turn

the written consent of the non-member spouse.

preserve their rights should divorce proceedings be instituted later on. They
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should also preserve their rights when retirement benefits are reinvested

of the joint estate by one spouse through investment in financial institutions

with retirement annuity funds should member spouses, thereafter, die.

without the written consent of the other spouse. Retirement annuity funds

In fact, it appears that s15(2)(c) of the MPA dictates that once retirement

rest with investment financial institutions, which means that, should the

benefits have accrued and members are required to instruct their funds

member spouse die, the invested benefit will be distributed in accordance

where to transfer their benefits, written consent should be sought from non-

with the discretion of the boards of such funds in terms of s37C of the Pen-

member spouses to effect such transactions. Section 15(2)(c) of the MPA

sion Funds Act (24 of 1956) (see Fundsatwork Umbrella Pension Fund v

provides that:

Guarnieri and Others 2019 (5) SA 68 (SCA) para 5, and the writer’s article,

‘… a spouse shall not without the written consent of the other spouse—

‘The weight accorded to the wishes of deceased retirement fund members

alienate, cede or pledge any shares, stock, debentures, debenture bonds, in-

when distributing death benefits in South Africa: Do such members have

surance policies, mortgage bonds, fixed deposits or any similar assets, or any

freedom of testation?’ (2018) 30 SA Merc LJ 115 at 129-130).

investment by or on behalf of the other spouse in a financial institution, forming part of the joint estate’.
In terms of this provision, neither of the spouses can act independently to

Once the accrued retirement benefit is invested with the retirement annuity fund, the undivided share of the non-member spouse will effectively be
disregarded. The entire benefit will be taken as the sole property of the de-

remove any of the assets from the joint estate without the written consent of

ceased member spouse and will be distributed to all the heirs. The deceased

the other spouse. In terms of this provision, the removal of assets can be ef-

beneficiaries will also receive the portion that the non-member spouse ought

fected through alienation of property, cession of rights or burdening any asset

to have received as a co-owner of the joint estate. This despite the fact that

within the joint estate with security in favour of a third party. In Visser v Hull

the deceased’s beneficiaries will not be obligated to contribute to the pay-

and Others 2010 (1) SA 521 (WCC) para 5, the court held that ‘… the ambit

ment of the deceased estate’s debts in the same manner that the non-mem-

of section 15 should be interpreted as intended to protect the one spouse

ber spouse will be, in accordance with the spouses’ marital regime.

against the illicit selling or alienation of property forming part of the joint es-

Effectively, these beneficiaries will then also become the heirs of the non-

tate by the other spouse who does that without the knowledge and/or con-

member spouse while she is still alive. It is important for courts to note that

sent of the innocent spouse’. By unilaterally investing retirement benefits for

the non-member spouse should not be a beneficiary to the accrued retire-

his sole benefit in a living annuity without the other spouse’s consent, the

ment benefits which have been invested with the retirement annuity fund. I

member spouse effectively alienates such benefits from the joint estate.

am of the view that non-member spouses should never be made beneficia-

These benefits will effectively be owned by the insurers that sold the living

ries of benefits they co-own in undivided shares, due to the applicable matri-

annuities and will not be capable of being divided and shared should the par-

monial property systems in their marriages. To the extent to which the law

ties divorce (ST v CT 2018 (5) SA 479 (SCA) para 108).

allows this, they are being robbed of what they are entitled to as spouses, not

Similarly, I am of the view that when the member spouse who is married in

as beneficiaries. This is the conundrum to which our courts have not thor-

community of property invests accrued retirement benefits with a retirement

oughly applied their minds. I submit that this is a practical issue that needs

annuity fund without the non-member spouse’s written consent, the conduct

legislative intervention because of the prejudice suffered by non-member

amounts to alienation of property. Section 1 of the Alienation of Land Act de-

spouses, most of whom are women. It is crucial that the courts, and failing

fines the term to ‘alienate’ in relation to land to mean to ‘… sell, exchange or

which, the legislature, thoroughly examine the applicability of matrimonial

donate, irrespective of whether such sale, exchange or donation is subject to a

principles when retirement fund benefits accrue to member spouses. It is at

suspensive or resolutive condition’. This definition clearly refers to the legal

this stage that potential benefits, which constitute part of the joint estates

abandonment of rights on the property that is being alienated by the person

from which non-member spouses should benefit as spouses married in com-

who has legal authority to divest him/herself of such rights. The Legal Informa-

munity of property, are effectively taken away from them. This prejudice is

tion Institute describes alienation of property as the ‘… process of a property

often realised on divorce or death of member spouses.

owner voluntarily giving or selling the title of their property to another party’

In conclusion, if, as was held in Jacobson, retirement benefits accrue to

(https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/alienation). If this description is accurate,

the joint estate of parties married in community of property, or as was held in

then in the context of a joint estate, both spouses – as co-owners of all the as-

Clark, the interest in unaccrued benefits forms part of the community of

sets and interests in accrued benefits – should voluntarily give away their title

property, I submit that any unilateral act by a member spouse that removes

to any property that is removed from the joint estate. It appears that it may be

such benefit or interest from the joint estate will amount to the alienation of

unlawful for member spouses to be the only spouses who relinquish joint es-

the benefit or interest. To the extent that the non-member spouse did not pro-

tates’ titles in accrued retirement benefits.

vide written consent to such alienation of property, such transactions should

In Naidoo v Discovery Limited and Others [2018] JOL 39960 (SCA) para
16, the SCA held that ‘[s]ection 15(2)(c) of the Act creates an exception to the
general rule by prohibiting a spouse married in community of property from

be declared invalid, and the alienated asset or interest should be brought
back into the parties’ joint estate.

•

alienating an asset in the joint estate without the written consent of the other

Marumoagae is an Associate Professor, University of the Witwatersrand

spouse’. Section 15(2)(c) of the MPA clearly prohibits the alienation of assets

and a practising attorney at Marumoagae Attorneys Inc.
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CONSTITUTIONAL COURT’S LANDMARK
RULING ON ADOPTED CHILDREN INHERITING
FROM A TRUST
HENRY STUBBINGS
When Dulcie Harper launched legal action to ensure that her two adopted children would inherit from their grandfather’s trust, just like his other grandchildren, very few lawyers would have put money on her success.

of the matter being successful in the Constitutional Court.
A month before the case was argued, the Court heard that one of Harper’s
two children had died and, as the second preliminary question, the co-execu-

Long established law and precedent were firmly against her. Key among
these was the 1937 Children’s Act, still in force during 1953 at the time that
the grandfather, Louis John Druiff, finalised a trust deed setting out how his

tors of his estate successfully asked that they be substituted as applicants in
the matter instead.
The last preliminary question was whether it was in the interests of justice

money would be inherited by his descendants. This law said
that adopted children could not inherit unless a will specifically indicated that they were to be included as beneficiaries.
Druiff did not make it clear that his adopted grandchildren
were to inherit. Quite the opposite, it seemed.
As far as the outcome of Harper’s legal action was concerned, the sceptics appeared correct. Her high court application failed. So did her appeal to the Supreme Court of
Appeal (SCA) in Bloemfontein. After that, though Harper had
died by this time, her children tried a final time and challenged the SCA decision in the Constitutional Court (CC).
When the CC delivered its decision earlier this year, it was

When Dulcie Harper launched
legal action to ensure that her
two adopted children would
inherit from their grandfather’s trust, just like his other
grandchildren, very few
lawyers would have put
money on her success.

obvious that the issue had deeply divided the justices. Five
Stubbings

out of nine (and so the slenderest of majorities) supported
the view that the provisions of the Children’s Act applied, but
that despite these provisions and the weight of other law
quoted and followed by the high court and the SCA, the adopted children

for the CC to hear the matter. Mhlantla said that the court should give its opin-

should inherit.

ion because the case involved some important issues, among them that this

Four judges (including the Chief Justice Mogoeng Mogoeng) supported two

was the first time the CC had been asked to consider whether excluding

different minority decisions. Given that the outcome was so close – five to four

adopted children from the benefits of a ‘testamentary instrument’ (in this case

– it is clear that the majority view, turning established legal views upside down,

a trust deed) amounted to unfair discrimination.

was a close-run race.
How did the five justices reach this conclusion? And what did they find to
counter the heavy weight of law and precedent pulling in the opposite direction?
Justice Nonkosi Zoliswa Mhlantla, permanently appointed to the CC in

She examined the Children’s Act and the grandfather’s trust deed and concluded that Harper’s two adopted children were excluded and could not benefit
from the trust.
But that was not the end of the matter; it was still open for the court to find that,

November 2015, wrote the lead decision in the case. One of the three prelimi-

because it excluded adopted children, the trust deed was ‘contrary to public policy’.

nary questions she needed to resolve was whether to condone the application

Lawyers for the two children argued that if the trust deed, properly inter-

for leave to appeal against the SCA decision, given that it was brought several

preted, meant that they were excluded from benefitting, then their constitu-

months late.

tional rights, particularly rights to equal treatment, were infringed. The trust

Lawyers for Harper’s children explained that after her death, the executor of

deed should instead be interpreted in a way that ‘promotes the spirit … and ob-

her estate decided not to appeal further. The children wanted to make a last at-

jects of the Bill of Rights’, and that does not discriminate against adopted chil-

tempt at the CC, but they did not have the money. Eventually, they were able to

dren on the basis of their birth and status, as it had for so long in the past.

obtain legal aid funding to bring the case, but finalising representation caused

The other respondents in the case – grandchildren and some great-grandchil-

some delay. Mhlantla held that the delay had not caused any prejudice, and

dren (descendants of grandchildren who had died) – disagreed. They quoted the

that the explanation was reasonable. This section of the judgment is also inter-

long-established rule that there is ‘no right to inherit’, and said that the funda-

esting because it shows that even the executor of Harper’s estate held no hope

mental right to ‘freedom of testation’ ranked no lower than the right to equality.
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cause of being adopted ‘stifled’ the right to dignity, and allowing adopted chil-

making a will is allowed to dispose of assets ‘freely’ – except where the law re-

dren to be discriminated against on the grounds of their ‘birth’ undermined the

stricts this freedom. And one of these restrictions is that clauses ‘contrary to

purpose of adoption and infringed the dignity of those children.

public policy are unenforceable.’
The CC had already intervened in a case (Minister of Education and Univer-

Adopted children tended to experience a pattern of discrimination that
made them a ‘vulnerable group’, with their dignity negatively affected just be-

sity of Cape Town v Syfrets Trust N.O. and the Master of the High Court

cause of their ‘adoptive status’. A trust deed that excluded adopted children

(2544/04) [2006] ZAWCHC 65; 2006 (4) SA 205 (C); [2006] 3 All SA 373 (C);

thus unfairly discriminated against them ‘on the basis of their birth’ and so was

2006 (10) BCLR 1214 (C) (24 March 2006) (2544/04) [2006] ZAWCHC 65;

‘contrary to public policy and unenforceable’.

2006 (4) SA 205 (C); [2006] 3 All SA 373 (C); 2006 (10) BCLR 1214 (C) (24

The bottom line? The grandfather’s bequest should be implemented as

March 2006), involving a public charitable trust (Scarbrow Bursary Fund Testa-

though the exclusion of adopted children did not exist, and the adopted chil-

mentary Trust) that awarded bursaries to students. Because the bursary could

dren should be given their share of the trust capital.

be awarded only to students of ‘European descent’, excluding also Jewish and

For the families involved in this case, the outcome will be significant. But does

female students, the CC decided that the provisions were contrary to public pol-

it have any broader impact, particularly since the Children’s Act has been

icy and unenforceable.

amended and the law no longer permits discrimination on the grounds of adop-

But in this case, a private trust was involved, and because it was private,
Mhlantla held that the grandfather’s freedom of testation ought to be interfered with as little as possible.
But still, she wrote – and at this point, the likely outcome becomes clearer –

tion? Yes, it does. Most immediately, it has helped raise awareness of residual social discrimination experienced even today, by people who have been adopted.
The outcome also seems to indicate that there has been a significant shift
in the way that the highest Court approaches trusts and wills. In the past, the

even provisions of private trusts could not be enforced if they are contrary to

Court seemed more reluctant to develop grounds based on public policy that

public policy. ‘The private and public divide in trust law does not mean that a

would allow long-entrenched aspects of the law of private property to be dis-

court is permitted to countenance any kind of unfair discrimination in a trust

turbed. In particular, the right of someone to dispose of property as they wish

simply because it is considered private.’

has been affected by the way that the court handled this case. This aspect of

The key question, she said, was whether excluding adopted children
amounted to ‘unfair discrimination’ in the trust deed. The trust deed referred to

the decision, in particular, could have far-reaching consequences.
But the decision should also encourage people who believe that they have

biological descendants only, and thus differentiated based on ‘birth’ between

been unfairly discriminated against via some official or legal instrument to con-

biological and adopted descendants. Like children ‘born extra-maritally’,

sider a legal challenge. Just because there is a long tradition of accepting dis-

adopted children were stigmatised and suffered an impairment of dignity.

crimination does not mean that the apex court will find that it should continue.

It was the first time that the CC had recognised that discrimination based on

The willingness of the highest court to think broadly and, in this case, out of the

birth also referred to adopted children, but there was international law and deci-

box, should encourage a rethink of any practice that diminishes the dignity of a

sions from foreign jurisdictions that pointed in this direction as well, said Mhlantla.

person or group.

She wrote that a child’s recognition as a full part of an adoptive family was
tied to that child’s right to dignity. Not being treated as a full part of a family be-

•

Stubbings is a Consultant at Herold Gie’s Trust Attorneys.

COMBATTING CRIME THROUGH THE
ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING AND COUNTER
TERRORIST FINANCING MEASURES
MONICA WU
The high crime rate in South Africa constitutes a serious threat to society, the peo-

fund further crime, thus resulting in a vicious circle of building the criminal, or il-

ple and the economy. More than half of all reported crimes in South Africa are pro-

licit, economy, competing with the licit economy.

ceeds-generating crimes, which violate citizens’ lawful rights and livelihoods.
Money Laundering (ML) plays a central role in this. It is how all these crimes

In the case of Terrorist Financing (TF), illicit money flows are disguised using
similar techniques to money laundering. The difference is that the origin of

converge. Criminals disguise the illegal origin of their “dirty funds”. This activity

funds is not necessarily illicit, while the purpose is always criminal and harmful.

not only rewards criminals and others in the participation framework with the

Despite not having any serious terror attacks in recent years, South Africa is not

proceeds of the criminal activity, but also gives them freedom to utilise them in

immune to the threat of terrorism and related funding activities in the region,

either the illicit or the licit economy. More importantly, they generate capital to

especially considering its role as a financial hub of the Southern African region.
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To combat crimes in South Africa, it is essential to protect
the economy from being abused by criminals laundering illicit
proceeds, or from financing further criminal plans. However, at
this point, Anti-Money Laundering and Counter Terrorist Financing (AML/CTF) are not understood as measures to stop crime
and terrorism in South Africa. Most sectors and entities, except
for larger banks, are limited to compliance with minimum legal
requirements. For example, they may rate a Politically Exposed
Person (PEP) as a high risk customer, but not understand and
mitigate the ML/TF risks to which they are exposed at an institutional level, e.g. other higher risks associated with customers,

The achievement of a trustworthy ecosystem in
AML/CTF has challenges and
difficulties as the risk-based
approach is recent in South
Africa, and most entities lack
the necessary knowledge and
experience.

services, geographic areas or transactions. Therefore, despite
recent Financial Intelligence Centre (FIC) Act changes regulat-

Wu

ing the implementation of the risk-based approach, AML/CTF
rule-based compliance remains the predominant approach
taken by many accountable institutions in South Africa.
This led to the negative results obtained in the Financial Action Task Force

vide further information and data regularly for the purpose of risk analysis.
3. Regulators may expand the current scope of accountable and reporting en-

(FATF) Mutual Evaluation on South Africa. The country is compliant or largely

tities to further higher ML/TF risk entities, and to enhance the existing

compliant with only 20 of the 40 FATF recommendations. Consequently, South

range of AML/CTF obligations imposed.

Africa has been granted 18 months in which to improve its current weak

4. Regulators may provide further guidance to institutions on the implementa-

AML/CTF status to avoid being included in the FATF list of “Jurisdictions under

tion of the risk-based approach, which would facilitate the understanding of

Increased Monitoring”, also commonly known as the FATF grey list.

ML/TF risks by different entities, while strengthening the associated require-

How can we improve our AML/CTF implementation in line with FATF recommendations in such a limited period, and most importantly, protect our econ-

ments of institutional risk assessment and risk mitigation.
5. Regulators might consider adjusting the current supervisory actions, per-

omy from the criminal economy? The commitment of every stakeholder in this

form risk-based supervision and enforcement actions by prioritising entities

economy, from both the private and public sector, is required for us to work to-

and areas of higher risk, having adequate supervisory scoping and proce-

gether to implement risk-based compliance and construct a trustworthy

dures commensurate with the specific institutional risk, and imposing pro-

ecosystem, in terms of AML/CTF.

portionate and dissuasive sanctions or remedial actions. This would lead to

High-level steps to be taken by private sector entities:

the intensified supervisory and enforcement actions in different sectors
subject to the current AML/CTF regime.

1. Ensure legal compliance with all applicable AML/CTF obligations.
2. Transition into risk-based compliance by having a proper understanding of

The achievement of a trustworthy ecosystem in AML/CTF has challenges

inherent ML/TF risks at sector and institutional level, as well as of the differ-

and difficulties as the risk-based approach is recent in South Africa, and most

ent ML/TF schemes to which one might be exposed. In response, design

entities lack the necessary knowledge and experience. Consequently, it is im-

and implement adequate risk mitigating measures.

portant to source adequate skilled professionals with sufficient understanding

3. Monitor residual ML/TF risks and detect suspicious activities to be reported.

and knowledge of different ML/TF schemes, the business model, sector risks

4. Go beyond legal obligations and collaborate actively with the authorities and

and vulnerabilities, the different risk factors to be considered at institutional

other private sector entities to share knowledge and information to fight

level, and how to mitigate them through the design of appropriate controls. It is

against crime.

also recommended that professionals or firms having international reach and

Further actions that may be taken by regulators responsible for
AML/CTF compliance following FATF requirements, impacting on
private sector entities:

experience take reference from jurisdictions with a longer history in risk-based
approach implementation, and learn from their best practices and solutions.
South Africa has as a long road ahead in the implementation of effective
AML/CTF measures to build a trustworthy economic ecosystem, which is key to

1. Regulators may define national AML/CTF strategies as priorities for different

fighting crime proactively. As the Roman philosopher Seneca said, “Who does

public sector bodies. This could lead to private entities being required to col-

not prevent the crime, supports it.” It is the responsibility of every institution to

laborate to achieve such priorities and to be supervised in a more unified

proactively prevent crime, to make South Africa a safer place.

and coordinated way across different sectors.
2. Regulators may enhance the existing procedures to assess the ML/TF risks
at national, sector and entity level. This may require private entities to pro-

•

Wu is a Manager, Anti-Money Laundering & Sanctions specialist, Forensics,
with KPMG Services.
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INTRODUCING BOWMANS BANKING
AND FINANCE DEPARTMENT
With eight offices in six countries and more than 100 years of practising law, Bowmans knows how to handle complex
legal matters in Africa.
The firm’s Banking and Finance Department is recognised as a market-leader in innovation, efficiency, documentation
standards and best practice. The team delivers seamless cross-border solutions in the banking and finance space.
Key areas of focus include leveraged finance, project development and finance, commercial property finance and
banking and financial services regulation.
There’s value in knowing.
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